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ABSTRACT

Transport layer multihoming binds a single transport layer association to multiple net-

work addresses at each endpoint, thus allowing the two end hosts to communicate over

multiple network paths. This dissertation investigates end-to-end Concurrent Multipath

Transfer (CMT) using transport layer multihoming for increased application throughput.

CMT is the simultaneous transfer of new data from a source host to a destination host

via two or more end-to-end paths. We investigate and evaluate design considerations in

implementing CMT at the transport layer using the Stream Control Transmission Proto-

col (SCTP) as an example of a multihome-capable transport layer protocol. Specifically,

we explore (i) algorithms for CMT at the transport layer, (ii) retransmission policies for

CMT, and (iii) performance implications of a bounded receive buffer on CMT.

We identify three negative side-effects of reordering due to CMT that must be managed

before the full performance gains of CMT’s parallel transfer can be achieved. We pro-

pose three algorithms to eliminate these side-effects: the Split Fast Retransmit algorithm

(SFR) to handle unnecessary fast retransmissions by a sender, the Cwnd Update for CMT

algorithm (CUC) to counter overly conservative congestion window growth at a sender,

and the Delayed Ack for CMT algorithm (DAC) to curb an increase in ack traffic due to

fewer delayed acks by a receiver. These algorithms demonstrate that a single sequence

space within a transport layer association is sufficient for CMT; separate sequence spaces

per path are not required.
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We propose and evaluate five retransmission policies for CMT. Introducing these retrans-

mission policies causes two side-effects: occurrence of spurious retransmissions and in-

accurate congestion window estimation. We propose two protocol modifications to elim-

inate these side-effects. Using simulation, we evaluate CMT against AppStripe, a sim-

ulated idealized application that stripes data over multiple paths using multiple SCTP

associations. The results of this evaluation demonstrate that CMT’s sharing of sequence

space across paths improves performance—an inherent benefit that load sharing at the

transport layer has over that at the application layer.

We study the performance of CMT in the presence of a bounded receive buffer (rbuf).

Simulation results show that if two paths are used for CMT, the lower quality (i.e., higher

loss rate) path degrades overall throughput of an rbuf-constrained CMT association by

blocking the rbuf. We argue that rbuf blocking is not specific to the transport layer, but

applies to multipath transfers at other layers as well. We present and discuss CMT per-

formance using the proposed retransmission policies and various constrained rbuf values.

We also study the impact of rbuf blocking with different combinations of end-to-end loss

rate and delay on the two paths and show that when large differences exist in path delays

and loss rates, using only the better path outperforms using two paths concurrently. While

rbuf blocking cannot be eliminated, we show that it can be reduced by choice of retrans-

mission policy—a mechanism available to only the transport layer. We recommend the

loss-rate-based policies, which are the best performing ones, for CMT.

We discuss our implementation of CMT in the reference SCTP implementation, which

is written for the BSD family of operating systems. This implementation effort was

funded by Cisco Systems, with the goal of potentially migrating CMT into their sys-

tems. While we test our implementation in the FreeBSD operating system, other BSD

and BSD-derived systems such as NetBSD, OpenBSD and Darwin should be able to use

the CMT implementation. A major goal of our implementation is to encourage wider use
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and experimentation with CMT in different environments and under different constraints,

contributing to a better understanding of CMT and to uncovering of hitherto unknown

issues.

This dissertation operates under the strong assumption that the bottleneck queues used

in CMT are independent. We identify two classes of networks where this assumption is

valid, and thus the results in this dissertation can be of immediate application. We also

explain how this dissertation lays the foundation for further exploration of CMT for the

Internet, where this assumption does not hold.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Statement

This dissertation proposes and investigates transport layer techniques to exploit end host

multihoming using end-to-end Concurrent Multipath Transfer (CMT) for improved ap-

plication throughput. CMT is the concurrent transfer of new data from a source to a

destination host via two or more end-to-end paths. A host is multihomed if it can be

addressed by multiple IP addresses [15], as is the case when the host has multiple net-

work interfaces. Transport layer support of multihoming can allow, transparent to the

application (or users), dynamic redirection of data within a transport layer connection to

a reachable destination address during network congestion and/or failure. With the inclu-

sion of multihoming support in new and practical transport protocols being standardized

by the IETF, the need to research new techniques to meaningfully and correctly leverage

multihoming has become immediate. Towards this end, we propose to extend the benefits

of transport layer multihoming by distributing data over the multiple end-to-end paths

between a multihomed source and destination, and discuss the different issues therein.
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1.2 Motivation

Multihoming among networked machines and devices is a technologically feasible and

increasingly economical proposition. Though feasibility alone does not determine adop-

tion of an idea, multihoming can be expected to be the rule rather than the exception in

the near future, particularly for applications where fault tolerance is crucial. Multihomed

nodes may be simultaneously connected through multiple access technologies, and even

multiple end-to-end paths to increase resilience to path failure. For instance, users may be

simultaneously connected through dial-up/broadband, or via multiple wireless technolo-

gies such as 802.11b and GPRS. (For a more detailed motivation of end host multihoming,

see Chapter 1 in [16].)

Although transport layer multihoming is an old concept (splitting/recombining or downward-

multiplexing for providing added resilience against network failure and/or potentially in-

creasing throughput [32, 66, 69]), the current transport protocol workhorses, UDP and

TCP, do not support multihoming; UDP does not bind or connect endpoints, and TCP

allows binding to only one network address at each end of a connection. At the time

TCP was designed, network interfaces were expensive components, and hence multihom-

ing of end hosts was beyond the ken of research. Changing economics and an increased

emphasis on end-to-end fault tolerance have brought multihoming within the purview of

the transport layer, thus transforming transport layer multihoming into a feature worth

supporting and investigating.

Two recent IETF transport layer protocols, the Stream Control Transmission Protocol

(SCTP) [63, 65], and the Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [49] natively

support multihoming at the transport layer. While DCCP provides “primitive multihom-

ing” [48] at the transport layer for mobility support, SCTP multihoming is driven by a

broader and more generic application base, which includes fault tolerance and mobility.

DCCP multihoming, by design, is useful only for connection migration and not CMT.
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Simultaneous transfer of new data to multiple destination addresses is inherent in SCTP’s

design, but currently not allowed due primarily to insufficient research. This dissertation

attempts to provide that needed research.

In this dissertation, we focus on SCTP for our investigation of CMT primarily due to lack

of mature multihoming mechanisms in any other practical transport layer protocol, and

partly due to this author’s expertise with it. While concurrency can be arranged at other

layers (as discussed in Chapters 3 and 7), we propose CMT at the transport layer because

being the first end-to-end layer, the transport layer has the best knowledge to estimate

end-to-end paths’ characteristics. Though CMT uses SCTP in our analysis, our goal is

to study CMT at the transport layer in general. We believe that the issues and algorithms

considered in this research will provide insight in incorporating multihome-awareness in

other transport protocols.

1.3 An SCTP Primer

We overview several ideas and mechanisms used by SCTP relevant to this dissertation;

some are compared with TCP to highlight similarities and differences. SCTP was origi-

nally developed to carry telephony signaling messages over IP networks. With continued

work, SCTP evolved into a general purpose transport protocol that includes advanced de-

livery options. SCTP is defined in RFC2960 [65] with changes and additions included

in the Specification Errata Internet draft1 [63]. Similar to TCP, SCTP provides a reli-

able, full-duplex connection, called an association. An SCTP packet, or more generally,

protocol data unit (PDU), consists of one or more concatenated building blocks called

chunks: either control or data. For the purposes of reliability and congestion control,

each data chunk in an association is assigned a unique Transmission Sequence Number

1 RFC2960 and the Specification Errata are expected to soon be combined into a single
“RFC2960-bis” document.
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(TSN). Since chunks are atomic, TSNs are associated with chunks of data, as opposed

to TCP which associates a sequence number with each data octet in the bytestream. In

our simulations, we assume one data chunk per PDU for ease of illustration; each PDU

thus carries, and is associated with a single TSN. SCTP uses a selective ack scheme sim-

ilar to SACK TCP [26]; SCTP acks carry cumulative and selective ack (also called gap

ack) information and are called SACKs. In this dissertation, sometimes “SACK” is used

rather than “ack” to emphasize when an ack carries both cumulative and selective ack

information.

Host A

A1

A2

Host B

B1

B2

Internet
ISP

ISP

ISP

ISP

Figure 1.1: Example Multihomed Topology

Unlike TCP, SCTP supports multihoming at the transport layer to provide redundancy

at the path level, thus increasing association survivability in the case of a network path

failure. An SCTP endpoint may bind to multiple IP addresses during association initial-

ization. Referring to Figure 1.1, let us contrast SCTP with TCP to further explain SCTP’s

multihoming feature. Four distinct TCP connections are possible between Hosts A and B:

(A1, B1), (A1, B2), (A2, B1), (A2, B2). SCTP, on the other hand, is not forced to choose

a single IP address on each host. Instead, a single SCTP association could consist of two

sets of IP addresses, which in our example would be: ({A1, A2}, {B1, B2}). An SCTP

endpoint may bind to a proper subset of its available IP addresses. This binding allows

an SCTP sender to send data to a multihomed receiver through different destination ad-

dresses. Currently, SCTP uses multihoming for redundancy purposes only; the RFC2960
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specification does not allow simultaneous transfer of new data to multiple destination ad-

dresses. New data must be sent to a single primary destination, while retransmissions

may be sent to any alternate destination. Note that a single port number is used at each

endpoint regardless of the number of IP addresses.

SCTP’s congestion control algorithms are based on RFC 2581 [8], and include SACK-

based mechanisms for better performance. Similar to TCP, SCTP uses three control vari-

ables: a receiver’s advertised window (rwnd), a sender’s congestion window (cwnd), and

a sender’s slow start threshold (ssthresh). However, unlike TCP’s cwnd which reflects

which and how much data can be sent, SCTP’s cwnd dictates only how much data can

be sent. Since an SCTP association allows multihomed source and destination endpoints,

a source maintains several parameters on a per destination basis: cwnd, ssthresh, and

roundtrip time (RTT) estimates. An SCTP sender also maintains a separate retransmis-

sion timer per destination, but rwnd is shared across an association.

A note on language and terminology. A reference to “cwnd for destination X” means the

cwnd maintained at the sender for destination X, and “timeout on destination X” refers to

the expiration of a sender’s retransmission timer maintained for data sent to destination

X. Also, “cwnd for destination X” may be used interchangeably with “cwnd for path Y”,

where path Y ends in destination X.

For the interested reader, more information on SCTP is available in [20, 43, 62–65].

1.4 Assuming Independent Bottlenecks

This dissertation operates under the assumption that the bottleneck queues (in other words,

points of congestion) on the end-to-end paths used in CMT are independent. Overlap in

the paths is acceptable as long as the paths’ bottlenecks are independent. Two motivating

examples where this assumption holds are telephony networks and battlefield networks.
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• Signaling communication in telephony networks is being migrated to IP, and uses

SCTP for transport. Given the stringent availability requirements on these net-

works, signaling devices are multihomed and are inter-connected via multiple, in-

dependent end-to-end paths for reasons of fault tolerance. The end-to-end paths

share no network resource, thus avoiding any single point of failure [28].

• The US Army’s proposed Future Combat System for battlefield networks will equip

mobile hosts with multiple interfaces, often connecting to independent wireless net-

works, for example, a terrestrial short-range radio, and a long-range communica-

tion to either low-flying or geostationary satellites. These different communication

technologies will provide multiple independent paths between nodes [1].

We recognize that our assumption of independent paths is a strong one. A CMT sender

that can deal with shared bottlenecks must be able to detect them and respond appro-

priately. In Section 7.2.2, we discuss how related work on end-to-end shared bottleneck

detection can be applied to CMT. In Section 7.1.3, we examine how the results of this

dissertation are applicable to the further study of CMT in the presence of a shared bottle-

neck.

1.5 Research Overview

This dissertation proposes mechanisms for CMT using SCTP multihoming and investi-

gates performance gains to be had with CMT. A structural outline of this dissertation is

shown in Figure 1.2. The references cited for each chapter represent the author’s publica-

tions for each topic.

A naı̈ve form of CMT can be obtained by simply modifying the SCTP sender to transmit

new data to all destinations. However, transmitting new data over multiple paths with

different network characteristics introduces reordering in the data stream. We identify

6



three negative side-effects of reordering that need to be addressed, and propose three al-

gorithms as solutions for a “correct” CMT—the Split Fast Retransmit algorithm (SFR)

to handle unnecessary fast retransmissions by a sender, the Cwnd Update for CMT algo-

rithm (CUC) to counter overly conservative congestion window growth at a sender, and

the Delayed Ack for CMT algorithm (DAC) to curb an increase in ack traffic due to fewer

delayed acks by a receiver. Details of the algorithms are presented in Chapter 2.

Though an SCTP sender can choose from one of several destinations to retransmit lost

transmissions, a sender has limited feedback about the different paths to the receiver

since new data is sent to only one destination. A CMT sender, on the other hand, has

more frequent feedback about all paths to the receiver, and can leverage this informa-

tion in making a better decision when retransmitting. A CMT sender can also choose

the retransmission destination for each loss recovery independently using the most recent

information for its decision. We explore several retransmission policies for CMT, and

evaluate their performance against an idealized application that stripes data across multi-

ple paths. Unexpectedly, we observe that a key benefit with CMT is increased resilience

to reverse path loss due to the use of multiple reverse paths. These results are presented

and discussed in Chapter 3.

We study the implications of a bounded receive buffer (rbuf)—a constraint often ignored

in transport layer research—on CMT’s performance. We observe that a bounded rbuf

has significant impact on CMT’s performance; if two paths are used for CMT, the lower

quality (i.e., higher loss rate) path degrades the overall throughput of an rbuf-constrained

CMT association. We study the impact and extent of this degradation, and observe that

when large differences exist in path delays and loss rates, using only the better path out-

performs using two paths concurrently. We argue that this degradation is not specific

to the transport layer, but applies to multipath transfers at other layers as well. While

7



this degradation cannot be eliminated, it can be reduced by intelligent choice of retrans-

mission policy—a mechanism available to only the transport layer. These results are

presented in Chapter 4.

We discuss our implementation of CMT in the reference SCTP implementation, which is

written for the BSD family of operating systems, and evaluate it over an emulated net-

work. Our experimental results demonstrate the correctness of the implementation, and

help validate our simulation results. Chapter 5 carries a discussion of the implementa-

tion and the experiments. While our implementation is tested in the FreeBSD operating

system, other BSD and BSD-derived systems such as NetBSD, OpenBSD and Darwin

should be able to use the CMT implementation. This implementation effort was funded

by Cisco Systems, with the goal of potentially migrating CMT into their IOS operating

system. This implementation should also encourage wider use and experimentation with

CMT in varied environments; for instance, this author has been in touch with a group at

the University of British Columbia who are interested in using the CMT implementation

in grid networks. Such varied use will contribute to a better understanding of CMT and

to uncovering of hitherto unknown issues.

In Chapter 6, we change topics to explore changeover with SCTP, where a sender redi-

rects traffic from one reachable destination to another, only once in an association. We

uncover a problem in SCTP that results in unnecessary retransmissions and excessively

aggressive growth of the sender’s congestion window (cwnd) during certain changeover

conditions. Since CMT can be viewed as repeated changeover, we see similarity between

this problem and one negative side-effect of reordering with CMT; indeed, the same algo-

rithm (SFR) is proposed as a solution to both problems. To gain insight into the ambient

conditions under which cwnd overgrowth can be observed with SCTP, we develop an

analytical model of this behavior and analyze the results.
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Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation. We first present a discussion of some design con-

siderations for CMT and applicability of CMT in various settings. We then identify and

present thoughts on areas for continued exploration of CMT, some of which are currently

being pursued. Finally, we conclude with a summary of related work on load sharing in

computer networking.

[20]

[33, 36, 41] [33, 36]

[33, 35, 36] [34, 37]

[38–40]

Figure 1.2: Dissertation structure
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Chapter 2

CMT ALGORITHMS

As is the case with TCP [13, 14, 71], reordering introduced in an SCTP flow degrades

throughput. When multiple paths being used for CMT have different delay and/or band-

width characteristics, significant packet reordering can be introduced in the flow by a

CMT sender. Reordering is a natural consequence of CMT, and is difficult to eliminate

in an environment where the end-to-end path characteristics are changing or unknown

a priori, as in the Internet. In this chapter, we identify and resolve the negative side-

effects of sender-introduced reordering by CMT in SCTP. The results have been published

in [33, 36, 41].

2.1 Naı̈ve CMT: Reordering concerns

To illustrate the effects of reordering introduced in SCTP by CMT, we use the simple

simulation setup in Figure 2.1. Two dualhomed hosts, sender A with local addresses

A1, A2, and receiver B with local addresses B1, B2, are connected by two independent

paths: Path 1 (A1 − B1), and Path 2 (A2 − B2) having end-to-end available bandwidths

0.2 Mbps and 1 Mbps, respectively. The roundtrip propagation delay on both paths is

90 ms, roughly reflecting the U. S. coast-to-coast delay. CMT sender A sends new data to

destinations B1 and B2 concurrently, as bandwidth becomes available on corresponding

paths, i.e., as corresponding cwnds allow. When cwnd space is available simultaneously
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for two or more destinations, data is sent to these destinations in arbitrary order—a rea-

sonable transmission policy when the CMT sender has no a priori knowledge of the paths’

characteristics.

A

A1

A2

B

B1

B2

Bandwidth = 0.2 Mbps 
Prop delay = 45ms

Bandwidth = 1 Mbps 
Prop delay = 45ms

Figure 2.1: Simulation topology to illustrate reordering effects

The simulation results described in this chapter (Figures 2.2 and 2.6) both show cwnd

evolution over time. The figures show the CMT sender’s (1) observed cwnd evolution for

destination B1 (+), (2) observed cwnd evolution for destination B2 (×), (3) calculated

aggregate cwnd evolution (sum of (1) and (2)) (4), and (4) expected aggregate cwnd

evolution (–). This last curve represents our initial performance goal for CMT—the sum

of the cwnd evolution curves of two independent SCTP runs, using B1 and B2 as the

primary destination, respectively.

Figure 2.2 shows how, when performing CMT using SCTP without any modifications

(i.e., Naı̈ve CMT), reordering significantly hinders both B1 and B2’s cwnd growth. Note
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Figure 2.2: CMT with SCTP: Evolution of the different cwnds

the several cwnd reductions for both B1 and B2, for instance, the cwnd for B2 is cut in

half at times 1.8 sec., 7.8 sec., and 12.7 sec. Normally cwnd reductions are seen when a

sender detects loss, but for Figure 2.2, no packet loss was simulated! The aggregate cwnd

evolution (4) is significantly below the expected aggregate cwnd evolution (–).

We identify and resolve three negative side-effects of reordering introduced by CMT that

must be managed before the performance gains of parallel transfer can be fully achieved:

(i) unnecessary fast retransmissions at the sender (Section 2.2), (ii) reduced cwnd growth

due to fewer cwnd updates at the sender (Section 2.3), and (iii) increased ack traffic due

to fewer delayed acks (Section 2.4).

A note on notation used in this chapter. CMT refers to a host performing concurrent

multipath transfer using current SCTP. CMTs, CMTc, and CMTd refer to a host perform-

ing CMT with Split Fast Retransmit (SFR) (Section 2.2), Cwnd Update for CMT (CUC)

(Section 2.3) and Delayed Ack for CMT (DAC) (Section 2.4) algorithms, respectively.
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Multiple subscripts indicates use of more than one algorithm.

2.2 Preventing Unnecessary Fast Retransmissions - SFR Algorithm

When reordering is observed, a receiver sends gap reports (i.e., gap acks) to the sender

which uses the reports to detect loss through a fast retransmission procedure similar to

TCP’s Fast Retransmit [8,65]. With CMT, unnecessary fast retransmissions can be caused

due to reordering [40], with two negative consequences: (1) since each retransmission is

assumed to occur due to a congestion loss, the sender reduces its cwnd for the destina-

tion on which the retransmitted data was outstanding, and (2) a cwnd overgrowth problem

(discussed later in Chapter 6) causes a sender’s cwnd to grow aggressively for the destina-

tion on which the retransmissions are sent, due to acks received for original transmissions.

In Figure 2.2, each cwnd reduction observed for B1 and B2 is due to an unnecessary fast

retransmission. These unnecessary retransmissions are due to sender-introduced reorder-

ing, and are not spurious retransmissions due to network effects [50, 52].

Conventional interpretation of a SACK chunk in SCTP (or SACK options in TCP) is that

gap reports imply possible loss. The probability that a TSN is lost, as opposed to being

reordered, increases with the number of gap reports received for that TSN. Due to sender-

induced reordering, a CMT sender needs additional information to infer loss. Gap reports

alone do not (necessarily) imply loss; but a sender can infer loss using gap reports and

knowledge of each TSN’s destination.

Algorithm Details: The proposed solution to address the side-effect of incorrect cwnd

evolution due to unnecessary fast retransmissions is the Split Fast Retransmit (SFR) algo-

rithm (Figure 2.3). SFR extends a previous incarnation which could not handle cycling

changeover [40]. SFR introduces a virtual queue per destination within the sender’s re-

transmission queue. A sender deduces missing reports for a TSN using SACK informa-

tion in conjunction with state maintained about the transmission destination for each TSN
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in the retransmission queue. With SFR, a multihomed sender correctly applies the fast

retransmission procedure on a per destination basis. An advantage of SFR is that only the

sender’s behavior is affected; the SCTP receiver is unchanged.

SFR introduces two additional variables per destination at a sender:

1. highest in sack for dest - stores the highest TSN acked per destination by the SACK

being processed.

2. saw newack - a flag used during the processing of a SACK to infer the causative

TSN(s)’s destination(s). Causative TSNs for a SACK are those TSNs which caused

the SACK to be sent (i.e., TSNs that are acked in this SACK, and are acked for the

first time).

On receipt of a SACK containing gap reports [Sender side behavior]:
1) ∀ destination addresses di, initialize di.saw newack = FALSE;
2) for each TSN ta being acked that has not been acked

in any SACK thus far do
let da be the destination to which ta was sent;
set da.saw newack = TRUE;

3) ∀ destinations dn, set dn.highest in sack for dest to highest TSN
being newly acked on dn;

4) to determine whether missing report count for a TSN tm should be incremented:
let dm be the destination to which tm was sent;
if (dm.saw newack == TRUE) and

(dm.highest in sack for dest > tm) then
increment missing report count for tm;

else do not increment missing report count for tm;

Figure 2.3: Split Fast Retransmit (SFR) Algorithm – Eliminating unnecessary fast re-
transmissions
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In Figure 2.3, step (2) sets saw newack to TRUE for the destinations to which the newly

acked TSNs were sent. Step (3) tracks, on a per destination basis, the highest TSN being

acked. Step (4) uses information gathered in steps (2) and (3) to infer missing TSNs. Two

conditions in step (4) ensure correct missing reports: (a) TSNs to be marked should be

outstanding on the same destination(s) as TSNs which have been newly acked, and (b)

at least one TSN, sent later than the missing TSN, but to the same destination address,

should be newly acked.

2.3 Avoiding Reduction in Cwnd Updates - CUC Algorithm

The cwnd evolution algorithm for SCTP [65] (and analogously for SACK TCP [8, 26])

allows growth in cwnd only when a new cum ack is received by a sender. When SACKs

with unchanged cum acks are generated (say due to reordering) and later arrive at a sender,

the sender does not modify its cwnd. This mechanism again reflects the conventional

view that a SACK which does not advance the cum ack indicates possibility of loss due

to congestion.

Since a CMT receiver naturally observes reordering, many SACKs are sent containing

new gap reports but not new cum acks. When these gaps are later acked by a new cum

ack, cwnd growth occurs, but only for the data newly acked in the most recent SACK.

Data previously acked through gap reports will not contribute to cwnd growth. This

behavior prevents sudden increases in the cwnd resulting in bursts of data being sent. Even

though data may have reached the receiver “in-order per destination,” without changing

the current handling of cwnd, the updated cwnd will not reflect this fact.

This inefficiency can be attributed to the current design principle that the cum ack in a

SACK, which tracks the latest TSN received in-order at the receiver, applies to an en-

tire association, not per destination. TCP and current SCTP (i.e., SCTP without CMT)

use only one destination address at any given time to transmit new data to, and hence,
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this design principle works fine. Since CMT uses multiple destinations simultaneously,

cwnd growth in CMT demands tracking the latest TSN received in-order per destination,

information not coded directly in a SACK.

We propose a cwnd growth algorithm to track the earliest outstanding TSN per destina-

tion and update the cwnd, even in the absence of new cum acks. The proposed Cwnd

Update for CMT (CUC) algorithm uses SACKs and knowledge of transmission desti-

nation for each TSN to deduce in-order delivery per destination. The crux of the CUC

algorithm is to track the earliest outstanding data per destination, and use SACKs which

ack this data to update the corresponding cwnd. In understanding our proposed solution,

we remind the reader that gap reports alone do not (necessarily) imply congestion loss;

SACK information is treated only as a concise description of the TSNs received by the

receiver.

Algorithm Details: Figure 2.4 shows the proposed CUC algorithm. A pseudo-cumack

tracks the earliest outstanding TSN per destination at the sender. An advance in a pseudo-

cumack triggers a cwnd update for the corresponding destination, even when the actual

cum ack is not advanced. The pseudo-cumack is used for cwnd updates; only the actual

cum ack can dequeue data in the sender’s retransmission queue since a receiver can renege

on data that is not cumulatively acked. An advantage of CUC is that only the sender’s

behavior is affected; the SCTP receiver is unchanged.

The CUC algorithm introduces three variables per destination at a sender:

1. pseudo cumack - maintains earliest outstanding TSN.

2. new pseudo cumack - flag to indicate if a new pseudo-cumack has been received.

3. find pseudo cumack - flag to trigger a search for a new pseudo-cumack. This flag

is set after a new pseudo-cumack has been received.
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At beginning of an association [Sender side behavior]:
∀ destinations d, reset

d.find pseudo cumack = TRUE;
On receipt of a SACK [Sender side behavior]:

1) ∀ destinations d, reset d.new pseudo cumack = FALSE;
2) if the SACK carries a new cum ack then

for each TSN tc being cum acked for the first time, that was not acked
through prior gap reports do

(i) let dc be the destination to which tc was sent;
(ii) set dc.f ind pseudo cumack = TRUE;
(iii) set dc.new pseudo cumack = TRUE;

3) if gap reports are present in the SACK then
for each TSN tp being processed from the retransmission queue do

(i) let dp be the destination to which tp was sent;
(ii) if (dp.f ind pseudo cumack == TRUE) and

tp was not acked in the past then
dp.pseudo cumack = tp;
dp.f ind pseudo cumack = FALSE;

(iii) if tp is acked via gap reports for first time and
(dp.pseudo cumack == tp) then

dp.new pseudo cumack = TRUE;
dp.f ind pseudo cumack = TRUE;

4) for each destination d do
if (d.new pseudo cumack == TRUE) then update cwnd as per [63, 65];

Figure 2.4: Cwnd Update for CMT (CUC) Algorithm – Handling side-effect of reduced
cwnd growth due to fewer cwnd updates
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In Figure 2.4, step (2) initiates a search for a new pseudo cumack by setting

find pseudo cumack to TRUE for the destinations on which TSNs newly acked were out-

standing. A cwnd update is also triggered by setting new pseudo cumack to TRUE for

those destinations. Step (3) then processes the outstanding TSNs at a sender, and tracks on

a per destination basis, the TSN expected to be the next pseudo cumack. Step (4) finally

updates the cwnd for a destination if a new pseudo cumack was seen for that destination.

2.4 Curbing Increase in Ack Traffic - DAC Algorithm

Sending an ack after receiving every two data PDUs (i.e., delayed acks) in SCTP (and

TCP) reduces ack traffic in the Internet, thereby saving processing and storage at routers

on the ack path. SCTP specifies that a receiver should use the delayed ack algorithm as

given in RFC 2581 [8], where acks are delayed only as long as the receiver receives data in

order. Reordered PDUs should be acked immediately. With CMT’s frequent reordering,

this rule causes an SCTP receiver to frequently not delay acks. Hence a negative side-

effect of reordering with CMT is increased ack traffic.

To prevent this increase, we propose that a CMT receiver ignore the rule mentioned above.

That is, a CMT receiver does not immediately ack an out-of-order PDU, but delays the

ack. Thus, a CMT receiver always delays acks, irrespective of whether or not data is

received in order1. Though this modification eliminates the increase in ack traffic, RFC

2581’s rule has another purpose which gets hampered.

An underlying assumption that pervades SCTP’s (and TCP’s) design is that data in general

arrives in order; data received out-of-order indicates possible loss. According to RFC

2581, a receiver should immediately ack data received above a gap in the sequence space

to accelerate loss recovery with the fast retransmit algorithm [8]. In SCTP, four acks with

1 We do not modify a receiver’s behavior when an ack being delayed can be piggy-
backed on reverse path data, or when the delayed ack timer expires.
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missing reports for a TSN indicate that a receiver received at least four data PDUs sent

after the missing TSN. Receipt of four missing reports for a TSN triggers the sender’s fast

retransmit algorithm. In other words, the sender has a reordering threshold (or dupack

threshold) of four PDUs. Since a CMT receiver cannot distinguish between loss and

reordering introduced by a CMT sender, the modification suggested above by itself would

cause the receiver to delay acks even in the face of loss. When a loss does occur with our

modification to a receiver, fast retransmit would be triggered by a CMT sender only after

the receiver receives eight(!) data PDUs sent after a lost TSN - an overly conservative

behavior.

The effective increase in reordering threshold at a sender can be countered by reducing

the actual number of acks required to trigger a fast retransmit at the sender, i.e., by in-

creasing the number of missing reports registered per ack. In other words, if a sender can

increment the number of missing reports more accurately per ack received, fewer acks

will be required to trigger a fast retransmit. A receiver can provide more information in

each ack to assist the sender in accurately inferring the number of missing reports per ack

for a lost TSN. We propose that in each ack, a receiver report the number of data PDUs

received since the previous ack was sent. A sender then infers the number of missing

reports per TSN based on the TSNs being acked in a SACK, number of PDUs reported

by the receiver, and knowledge of transmission destination for each TSN. We note that

additionally, heuristics (as proposed in [13]) may be used at a CMT sender to address

network induced reordering.

Algorithm Details: The proposed Delayed Ack for CMT (DAC) algorithm (Figure 2.5)

specifies a receiver’s behavior on receipt of data, and also a sender’s behavior when the

missing report count for a TSN needs to be incremented. Since SCTP (and TCP) acks

are cumulative, loss of an ack will result in loss of the data PDU count reported by the

receiver, but the TSNs will be acked by the following ack. Receipt of this following
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On receipt of a data PDU [Receiver side behavior]:
1) delay sending ack as given in [65], with the additional rule that

the ack should be delayed even if reordering is observed.
2) in ack, report number of data PDUs received since sending of previous ack.

When incrementing missing report count through SFR:Step (4)
4) to determine whether missing report count for a TSN tm should be incremented:

let dm be the destination to which tm was sent;
if (dm.saw newack = TRUE) and (dm.highest in sack for dest > tm) then

(i) if (∀ destinations do where do 6= dm, do.saw newack == FALSE) then
(all newly acked TSNs were sent to the same destination as tm)
(a) if (∃ newly acked TSNs ta, tb such that ta < tm < tb) then

(conservatively) increment missing report count for tm by 1;
(b) else if (∀ newly acked TSNs ta, ta > tm) then

increment missing report count for tm by number of PDUs
reported by receiver;

(ii) else
(Mixed SACK - newly acked TSNs were sent to multiple destinations)
(conservatively) increment missing report count for tm by 1;

Figure 2.5: Delayed Ack for CMT (DAC) Algorithm – Handling side-effect of increased
ack traffic

ack can cause ambiguity in inferring missing report count per destination. Our algorithm

conservatively assumes a single missing report count per destination in such ambiguous

cases. The DAC algorithm requires modifications to both the sender and the receiver.

No new variables are introduced in DAC, as we build on the SFR algorithm. An additional

number is reported in the SACKs for which we propose using the first bit of the flags field

in the SACK chunk header - 0 indicates a count of one PDU (default SCTP behavior),

and 1 indicates two PDUs.

In Figure 2.5, at the receiver side, steps (1) and (2) are self explanatory. The sender side

algorithm modifies step (4) of SFR, which determines whether the missing report count
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should be incremented for a TSN. DAC dictates how many to increment by. Step (4-i)

checks if only one destination was newly acked, and allows incrementing missing reports

by more than one for TSNs outstanding to that destination. Further, all newly acked TSNs

should have been sent later than the missing TSN. If there are newly acked TSNs that

were sent before the missing TSN, step (4-i-a) conservatively increments missing reports

by only one. If more than one destinations are newly acked, step (4-ii) conservatively

increments by only one.

Figure 2.6 shows cwnd evolution for CMT after including the SFR, CUC and DAC al-

gorithms, i.e., CMTscd. With the negative side-effects addressed, we expected to see

CMTscd’s cwnd growth to come close to the expected aggregate cwnd growth. In fact, we

observed that CMTscd cwnd growth exceeded the expected aggregate cwnd growth!
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Figure 2.6: CMTscd: Evolution of the different cwnds

To explain this surprising result, we remind the reader that the expected aggregate cwnd

is the sum of the cwnd growth of two independent SCTP runs, each using one of the two

destination addresses as its primary destination. In each SCTP run, one delayed ack can
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increase the cwnd by at most one MSS during slow start, even if the ack acks more than

one MSS worth of data. On the other hand, we observe with CMTscd that if a delayed

ack simultaneously acks an MSS of data on each of the two destinations, the sender can

simultaneously increase each of two cwnds by one MSS. Thus, a single delayed ack in

CMTscd that acks data flows on two paths causes an aggregate cwnd growth of two MSS.

With delayed acks during slow start, each SCTP association grows its cwnd by 1.5 times

each RTT, whereas CMTscd can increase its cwnd by more than 1.5 times in each RTT

(up to two times in the best case where every delayed ack acks an MSS on each path).

Delayed acks which simultaneously contribute to the cwnd growth of two destinations

helped the aggregate cwnd growth of CMTscd exceed expected aggregate cwnd growth.

This phenomenon occurs in slow start, therefore benefiting CMTscd initially and during

some timeout recovery periods. Though the aggregate cwnd growth exceeds expected

aggregate cwnd growth, we argue that the sender is not overly aggressive, i.e., not TCP-

unfriendly. The sender is able to clock out more data due to delayed acks that ack data

flows on multiple paths. The sender does not create bursts of data during slow start, and

builds up the ack clock as expected. Though it does not improve CMTscd’s performance

significantly, this phenomenon demonstrates a benefit of sequence space sharing among

flows on different paths that occurs within a CMTscd association.2

2 Henceforth, we will refer to CMTscd as simply CMT.
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Chapter 3

RETRANSMISSION POLICIES FOR CMT

In this chapter, we explore several retransmission policies for CMT (Section 3.1). We

motivate and present two modifications to CMT mechanisms that are needed to allow

redirecting retransmissions to a different destination than the original (Section 3.3). We

then evaluate CMT’s performance using the different retransmission policies against App-

Stripe, an idealized application that stripes data across multiple paths (Sections 3.2 and

3.4).

3.1 CMT Retransmission Policies

Multiple paths present an SCTP sender with several options where to send a retransmis-

sion. But the choice is not well-informed since SCTP restricts sending new data, which

can act as probes for information (such as available bandwidth, loss rate and RTT), to

only one primary destination. Consequently, an SCTP sender has minimal information

about paths to a receiver other than the path to the primary destination.

On the other hand, a CMT sender maintains accurate information about all paths, since

new data is being sent to all destinations concurrently. This information allows a CMT

sender to better decide where to retransmit. That is, a CMT sender can choose the retrans-

mission destination for each loss recovery independently using the most recent informa-

tion for its decision.
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We present five retransmission policies for CMT [36]. In four policies, a retransmission

may be sent to a destination other than the one used for the original transmission. Pre-

vious research on SCTP retransmission policies shows that sending retransmissions to

an alternate destination degrades performance primarily because of the lack of sufficient

traffic on alternate paths [19]. With CMT, data is concurrently sent on all paths, thus the

results in [19] are not applicable. The five retransmission policies for CMT are:

• RTX-SAME - Once a new data chunk is scheduled and sent to a destination, all

retransmissions of that chunk are sent to the same destination (until the destination

is deemed inactive due to failure [65]).

• RTX-ASAP - A retransmission of a data chunk is sent to any destination for which

the sender has cwnd space available at the time of retransmission. If multiple des-

tinations have available cwnd space, one is chosen randomly.

• RTX-CWND - A retransmission is sent to the destination for which the sender has

the largest cwnd. A tie is broken by random selection.

• RTX-SSTHRESH - A retransmission is sent to the destination for which the sender

has the largest ssthresh. A tie is broken by random selection.

• RTX-LOSSRATE - A retransmission is sent to the destination with the lowest loss

rate path. If multiple destinations have the same loss rate, one is selected randomly.

Of the policies, RTX-SAME is simplest. RTX-ASAP is a “hot-potato” policy - retrans-

mit as soon as possible without regard to loss rate. RTX-CWND and RTX-SSTHRESH

practically track, and attempt to move retransmissions onto the path with the estimated

lowest loss rate. Since ssthresh is a slower moving variable than cwnd, the values of

ssthresh may better reflect the conditions of the respective paths. RTX-LOSSRATE uses

information about loss rate provided by an “oracle” - information that RTX-CWND and
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RTX-SSTHRESH estimate. This policy represents a hypothetically ideal case; hypothet-

ical since in practice, a sender typically does not know a priori path loss rates; ideal since

the path with the lowest loss rate has highest chance of having a packet delivered. We hy-

pothesized that retransmission policies that take loss rate into account would outperform

ones that do not.

We do not propose different policies for new transmissions - we assume that a sender

does not know path properties a priori and can therefore only react to network events

such as congestion losses (see Chapter 2, Section 2.1 for our transmission policy). This

assumption holds true particularly in the Internet where the path properties are changing.

3.2 Evaluation Methodology
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Figure 3.1: Schematic - AppStripe and CMT

As a reference, we use AppStripe - a hypothetical multihome-aware application that

achieves the highest throughput possible by an application that distributes data across

multiple SCTP associations (see Figure 3.1). We emphasize that AppStripe performs
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idealized scheduling at the application layer, and is not doable in practice. AppStripe per-

forms end-to-end load sharing at the application layer; CMT performs it at the transport

layer.

We simulate AppStripe by post-processing simulation traces. We simulate separate file

transfers over multiple separate SCTP associations, each on a separate path to the re-

ceiver. These SCTP associations use the Retransmit to Same Destination policy, where

all retransmissions are sent to the same destination as the original transmission, as recom-

mended in [17]. To find an “optimal” transfer time, we use these multiple traces to extract

the time when the total amount of data transferred, across the multiple associations, equals

the desired transfer size.

AppStripe hypothetically assumes the ability of an application to schedule data to each

transport association immediately when a transport association is able to send data to a

receiver. Such an ability requires a complex application-transport interface, which to our

knowledge, is not realized in practice today. A typical application distributing data over

multiple associations would have to use a heuristic to decide the fraction of data to be

scheduled on each association. Thus AppStripe’s performance in our experiments repre-

sents better achievable separation of data over multiple paths than is doable in practice.

The simulation topology (see Figure 3.2) is simple - edge links represent the last hop,

and core links represent end-to-end conditions on the Internet. This simulation topol-

ogy does not account for some effects seen in the Internet and other real networks such

as network induced reordering, delay spikes, etc.; these effects are beyond the scope of

this study. Our simulation evaluation provides insight into the fundamental differences

between AppStripe and CMT, and between the different retransmission policies in a con-

strained environment. We chose a simple topology to avoid influence of other effects, and

to focus on performance differences which we believe should hold true in a real environ-

ment as well. The loss rate on Path 1 is maintained at 1%, and on Path 2 is varied from
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Figure 3.2: Simulation topology used for evaluation

1 to 10%. A loss rate of 1% means a forward path loss rate of 1%, and a reverse path

loss rate of 1%. The loss events are independent per packet (i.e., we use a Bernoulli loss

model).

Our choice of simulation parameters was based on our understanding that end-to-end

throughput is most influenced by loss rate and delay. We focus on loss rate differences

since we believe loss rate has a more significant impact on the retransmission policy. The

influence of different delays and delay combinations on CMT is studied in Chapter 4.

The bandwidths were chosen to be high enough so that end-to-end delays are dominated

by propagation delay. The relative bandwidths of the links were chosen so that any queu-

ing happens at intermediate routers where packets are dropped with an independent and

fixed loss probability. End-to-end delay was chosen as 45ms to represent a typical US

coast-to-coast delay.
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3.3 Modifications to Protocol Mechanisms

Two modifications are needed to allow redirecting retransmissions to a different destina-

tion than the original.

3.3.1 CUCv2: Modified CUC Algorithm

The CUC algorithm (Figure 2.4) enables correct cwnd updates in the face of increased

reordering due to CMT. To recap Section 2.3, the CUC algorithm recognizes a set of

TSNs outstanding per destination, and the per-destination pseudo cumack traces the left

edge of this list of TSNs, per destination. CUC assumes that retransmissions are sent

to the same destination as the original transmission. The per-destination pseudo cumack

therefore moves whenever the corresponding left edge is acked; the TSN on the left edge

being acked may or may not have been retransmitted.

If the assumption about the retransmission destination is violated, and a retransmission is

made to a different destination from the original, CUC cannot faithfully track the left edge

on either destination. We modify CUC to permit the different retransmission policies. The

modified algorithm, named CUCv2 is shown in Figure 3.3.

CUCv2 recognizes that a distinction can be made about the TSNs outstanding on a desti-

nation - those that have been retransmitted, and those that have not. CUCv2 maintains two

left edges for these two sets of TSNs - rtx pseudo cumack and pseudo cumack. Whenever

either of the left edges moves, a cwnd update is triggered.

3.3.2 Spurious Timeout Retransmissions

When a timeout occurs, an SCTP sender is expected to bundle and send as many of the

earliest TSNs outstanding on the destination for which the timeout occurred as can fit in

an MSS (Maximum Segment Size) PDU. Per RFC 2960, more TSNs that are outstanding
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At beginning of an association [Sender side behavior]:
∀ destinations d, reset

d.find pseudo cumack = d.find rtx pseudo cumack = TRUE;
On receipt of a SACK [Sender side behavior]:

1) ∀ destinations d, reset
d.new pseudo cumack = d.new rtx pseudo cumack = FALSE;

2) if the ack carries a new cum ack then
for each TSN tc being cum acked for the first time, that was not acked
through prior gap reports do

(i) let dc be the destination to which tc was sent;
(ii) set dc.f ind pseudo cumack, dc.f ind rtx pseudo cumack,

dc.new pseudo cumack, dc.new rtx pseudo cumack to TRUE;
3) if gap reports are present in the ack then

for each TSN tp being processed from the retransmission queue do
(i) let dp be the destination to which tp was sent;
(ii) if (dp.f ind pseudo cumack == TRUE)

and tp was not acked in the past
and tp was not retransmitted then

dp.pseudo cumack = tp;
dp.f ind pseudo cumack = FALSE;

(iii) if tp is acked via gap reports for first time
and (dp.pseudo cumack == tp) then

dp.new pseudo cumack = TRUE;
dp.f ind pseudo cumack = TRUE;

(iv) if (dp.f ind rtx pseudo cumack == TRUE)
and tp was not acked in the past and tp was retransmitted then

dp.rtx pseudo cumack = tp;
dp.f ind rtx pseudo cumack = FALSE;

(v) if tp is acked via gap reports for first time
and (dp.rtx pseudo cumack == tp) then

dp.new rtx pseudo cumack = TRUE;
dp.f ind rtx pseudo cumack = TRUE;

4) for each destination d do
if (d.new pseudo cumack == TRUE)
or (d.new rtx pseudo cumack == TRUE) then

update cwnd as per [63, 65];

Figure 3.3: CUCv2 Algorithm - Modified Cwnd Update for CMT (CUC) Algorithm
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LEGEND:

- SACK X-1 (X+1 to Y) indicates a SACK with a cumack of X-1 carrying gap acks for TSNs from X+1 
through Y. This SACK indicates that TSN X has not been received.

- TSN Y+2 indicates a packet containing one data chunk with TSN Y+2. A data chunk is the smallest 
indivisible unit of data in an SCTP packet.

Figure 3.4: Example of spurious retransmissions after timeout in CMT
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on that destination “should be marked for retransmission and sent as soon as cwnd allows

(normally when a SACK arrives)”. This rule is intuitive. While sending, retransmissions

are generally given priority over new transmissions. As in TCP, the cwnd is also collapsed

to 1 MSS for the destination on which a timeout occurs.

A timeout retransmission can occur in SCTP (as in TCP) for several reasons. One reason

is loss of the fast retransmission of a TSN. Consider Figure 3.4. When a timeout occurs

due to loss of a fast retransmission, some TSNs that were just sent to the destination on

which the timeout occurred are likely awaiting acks (in Figure 3.4, TSNs Y+2 and Y+3).

These TSNs get incorrectly marked for retransmission on timeout. With the different

CMT retransmission policies, these retransmissions may be sent to a different destination

than the original transmission. In Figure 3.4, spurious retransmissions of TSNs Y+2 and

Y+3 are sent to destination B1, on receipt of acks freeing up cwnd space for destination

B1. Spurious retransmissions are exacerbated in CMT, as shown through this illustration,

due to the possibility of sending data (including retransmissions) to multiple destinations

concurrently.

We simulated the occurrence of such spurious retransmissions with the different retrans-

mission policies in CMT. The simulation topology used was the one described in Sec-

tion 3.2. Figure 3.5 shows the ratio of retransmissions relative to the number of actual

packet drops at the router. Ideally, the two numbers should be equal; all curves should be

straight lines at y = 1. Figure 3.5 shows that spurious retransmissions occur commonly

in CMT with the different retransmission policies.

We propose a heuristic to avoid these spurious retransmissions. Our heuristic assumes

that a timeout cannot be triggered on a TSN until the TSN has been outstanding for at

least one RTT. Thus, if a timeout is triggered, TSNs which were sent within one RTT are

not marked for retransmission. We use an average measure of the RTT for this purpose

- the smoothed RTT, which is maintained at a sender. This heuristic requires the sender
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Figure 3.5: Spurious retransmissions in CMT without RTT heuristic

to maintain a timestamp for each TSN indicating the time at which the TSN was last

transmitted (or retransmitted). Figure 3.6 shows how the application of this heuristic

dramatically reduces spurious retransmissions.

3.4 Evaluation of CMT vs. AppStripe

Figure 3.7(a) compares the time taken to transfer an 8MB file using CMT with the five

retransmission policies, vs. using AppStripe. The x-axis represents different loss rates

on Path 2. Each plotted value is the mean of at least 30 simulation runs. Overall, App-

Stripe (× in Figure 3.7(a)) performs worst. That is, CMT using any of the retransmission

policies performs better than AppStripe; some policies better than others. At a 7% loss

rate on Path 2, AppStripe takes 40.4 seconds to transfer an 8 MB file, whereas CMT us-

ing RTX-SAME or RTX-CWND takes roughly 35 or 33 seconds, respectively. We first

discuss the performance difference between CMT in general and AppStripe.
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Figure 3.6: Spurious retransmissions in CMT with RTT heuristic

CMT using any retransmission policy performs better than AppStripe, particularly as the

loss rate on Path 2 increases. Note that our AppStripe represents the best possible per-

formance expected by an application that stripes data over multiple SCTP associations.

AppStripe is an idealized case; CMT’s performance gain over a practical AppStripe im-

plementation would be even larger since a practical implementation has to optimally stripe

data across paths that have different and changing delays and loss rates. Such striping may

require information from the transport layer (such as current cwnd and RTT), that may

not be readily available to the application.

CMT performs better than AppStripe for two reasons. First, and significant, CMT is

more resilient to reverse path loss than AppStripe. CMT uses a single sequence space

(TSN space, used for congestion control and loss detection and recovery) across an as-

sociation’s multiple paths, whereas AppStripe by design uses an independent sequence

space per path. Since acks are cumulative, sharing of sequence spaces across paths helps
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Figure 3.7: Path 1 loss rate = 1%, performance of AppStripe vs. CMT with different
policies, under (a) equal path delays (Path 1 = 45ms, Path 2 = 45ms), and (b)
unequal path delays (Path 1 = 45 ms, Path 2 = 90 ms)
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a CMT sender receive ack info on either of the return paths. Thus, CMT effectively uses

both return paths for communicating ack info to the sender, whereas each association

in AppStripe cannot help the other “ack-wise”. These results demonstrate the signifi-

cant result that CMT’s sharing of sequence space across paths is an inherent benefit that

performing load sharing at the transport layer has over performing it at the application

layer.

We emphasize that ack loss can cause throughput degradation, especially at higher loss

rates. Ack loss can delay fast retransmissions by one or more RTTs, thus delaying cwnd

increase. Increased ack loss can also increase the number of timeout retransmissions when

the window is small (say during the initial part of an association, or after timeout recov-

ery). These performance penalties accumulate over the lifetime of an association [36].

Second, CMT gets faster overall cwnd growth than AppStripe in slow start (see Sec-

tion 2.4). As loss increases, the number of timeouts increases, and since slow start follows

a timeout, the sender spends more time overall in slow start.

Extensive simulations show that unequal path delays do not impact the relative perfor-

mance of AppStripe and CMT with the different policies. Figure 3.7(b) demonstrates this

consistent behavior with unequal path delays of 45 ms on Path 1, and 90 ms on Path 2.

Note that these results are consistent with Figure 3.7(a) which has equal delays of 45 ms

on both paths.

While the performance differences between the retransmission policies in Figure 3.7 are

negligible, these results use an 8MB receiver’s buffer (rbuf) that does not constrain the

sender—an unrealistic assumption which we will now drop as we further evaluate CMT

in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4

IMPLICATIONS OF A CONSTRAINED RECEIVE BUFFER

In Chapters 2 and 3, we operated under the strong and limiting assumptions that (1) the

receive buffer (rbuf) was infinite, and (2) the bottleneck queues on the end-to-end paths

used in CMT were independent of each other. In this chapter, we drop assumption (1)

and investigate how a bounded rbuf affects CMT performance [34,37] (assumption (2) is

retained, and is discussed further in Chapter 7). While this chapter discusses performance

considerations in the context of CMT, we note that these considerations apply to multipath

transfer at other layers as well.

We present and describe the rbuf blocking problem (Section 4.1) and evaluate the different

retransmission policies with different rbuf sizes to select a retransmission policy for CMT

(Section 4.2). We then consider the impact of rbuf blocking with different loss rate and

end-to-end delay combinations on the paths used for CMT (Section 4.3). We also verify

a subset of our results in a realistic simulation topology with cross-traffic (Section 4.4).

While SCTP supports unordered data delivery and multistreaming in an association [65],

this chapter focuses on ordered data delivery over a single stream. A discussion on the

insights gained through our evaluation of CMT concludes this chapter (Section 4.5).

The simulations in this chapter (except Section 4.4) use the same topology as described

in Chapter 3 (Section 3.2). The topology is repeated in Figure 4.1 for convenience.
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Figure 4.1: Simulation topology used for evaluation of retransmission policies

4.1 Receive Buffer Blocking in CMT: Problem Description

A transport layer receiver maintains rbuf space for incoming data for two reasons: (i)

to handle out-of-order data, and (ii) to receive data at a rate higher than that of the re-

ceiving application’s consumption. In SCTP (and TCP), a receiver advertises currently

available rbuf space through window advertisements (normally accompanying acks) to a

data sender. This value is the advertised receive window (adv-rwnd). A sender computes

a peer-rwnd to deduce how much more data can be buffered at the receiver. Beside the

latest adv-rwnd received, the peer-rwnd takes into account data that has been sent but not

yet acked by the receiver.

An SCTP receiver maintains a single rbuf across all sub-association flows in an associ-

ation. We define a sub-association flow as the set of transport PDUs within an SCTP

association that have the same destination address. For instance, in Figure 4.1, an SCTP
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association from the sender to the receiver spanning the two paths will have two sub-

association flows—one consisting of PDUs with destination B1, and the other with desti-

nation B2.

Consequent to a single rbuf at a receiver, an SCTP sender maintains a single peer-rwnd per

association. Note that sender-side estimates such cwnd, ssthresh and RTT are maintained

per destination—they represent the state of different network paths from a sender to each

destination address. A sender has no reason to maintain separate rbufs or peer-rwnds per

path since a receiver can consume data only in sequence, irrespective of the destination

address they are sent to. An SCTP sender’s sending rate is bound by both the peer-rwnd

and the pertinent destination’s cwnd, i.e., min(peer-rwnd, cwnd).

A CMT receiver maintains a single rbuf which is shared across all sub-association flows

in an association1. Irrespective of the layer at which multipath transfer is performed,

a similar shared buffer would exist at a receiver (likely at the transport or application

layer). This buffer sharing degrades overall throughput. To help explain this degradation,

Figure 4.2 shows an excerpt from a simulation of a CMT association using the topology

shown in Figure 4.1. In this illustrative example, the rbuf is 16384 bytes (16KB), Path

1 (A1 to B1) has a loss rate of 1% and Path 2 (A2 to B2) has a loss rate of 10%, and

RTX-SAME retransmission policy is used.

Figures 4.2(a) and (c) show TSN progression over Path 1 and Path 2, respectively, and

Figure 4.2(b) shows peer-rwnd evolution at the sender (endpoint A) during the time inter-

val from 110 to 130 seconds. Figure 4.2(a) shows that data transmission over the better

(i.e., lower loss rate) path stops abruptly around 114.5 seconds and resumes around 128

seconds. This 13.5 second pause can be explained with the help of Figure 4.2(b). At

1 SCTP supports unordered data delivery and multistreaming in an association [65],
the impact of which we discuss further in Section 4.5. In the rest of this chapter, we
assume ordered data delivery over a single stream.
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114.5 seconds, the peer-rwnd at the sender abruptly reduces from 16384 bytes to 236

bytes, constraining the sender from transmitting any new data. The cause for this abrupt

rbuf reduction is explained as follows.

During the same time interval from 114.5 seconds to 128 seconds, Figure 4.2(c) shows

that the lower quality (i.e., higher loss rate) path undergoes congestion, and recovers

from losses through repeated retransmission timeouts - the longest recovery time being

8 seconds for TSN 2304. During this entire period of 13.5 seconds while loss recovery

repeatedly occurs on Path 2, the receiver waits for retransmissions to come through, and is

unable to deliver subsequent TSNs to the application (some of which were sent over Path

1). These subsequent TSNs are held in the transport layer rbuf until the retransmissions

are received, thus blocking the rbuf and the peer-rwnd. Path 2 thus causes blocking of the

rbuf, preventing data from being sent on either path and reducing overall throughput.

This example demonstrates how a shared rbuf causes a sub-association flow on a higher

quality path to get lower throughput than expected. We note that the exact numbers used

in this example do not hold special relevance. This example presents a phenomenon

which occurs, in lesser or greater degree, throughout a CMT association.

Figure 4.3 shows the time taken to transfer an 8MB file using (i) CMT (with RTX-SAME

retransmission policy) with a 16KB rbuf, and (ii) a single SCTP association which uses

only the better path (Path 1 with loss rate 1%). Intuitively, using two paths should provide

higher overall throughput than using one path. However, Figure 4.3 demonstrates that

using two paths performs worse than using only the better path if a finite rbuf is shared

across the paths2. This performance difference is due to rbuf blocking that occurs in

CMT—an rbuf of 16KB does not constrain a single SCTP association (which uses one

2 Presumably an SCTP sender does not have a priori knowledge about the better path
and hence cannot always achieve best performance. We discuss expected SCTP per-
formance later in Section 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Rbuf blocking in CMT causes throughput degradation

lower loss rate path) as much as it constrains CMT (which uses two paths with different

loss rates).

We emphasize that rbuf blocking is not unique to the transport layer; it applies to multi-

path transfer at other layers as well. Rbuf blocking cannot be eliminated or avoided by

moving CMT’s parallelism to a different layer. For example, if the application layer dis-

tributes a single logical flow across multiple end-to-end paths, and the application layer

receiver (the final destination) has finite buffer space, then rbuf blocking will occur.

After analyzing several traffic flows, we observe that chances of rbuf blocking are higher

during periods of timeout recovery. A larger timeout recovery period due to back-to-

back timeouts with exponential backoff results in an even higher probability that a finite

rbuf blocks a sender. We therefore hypothesize that reducing (i) the number of timeouts,

and/or (ii) the number of back-to-back timeout retransmissions will reduce the rbuf block-

ing problem. Consequently, we hypothesize that using a retransmission policy that will
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reduce timeout periods will help reduce rbuf blocking.

4.2 Choosing a Retransmission Policy

We now evaluate our five retransmission policies for CMT (Section 3.1) operating under

a constrained rbuf. Default rbuf values in commonly used operating systems today vary

from 16KB to 64KB and beyond. We believe that today, when a desktop computer can

have gigabytes of memory, having an rbuf of at least 64KB is reasonable. We first study

and analyze performance of the different policies with an rbuf of 64KB in Section 4.2.1.

This section provides insight into the causes of the performance differences between the

retransmission policies. We then summarize performance of the different policies under

more and less constraining rbufs varying from 16KB to 256KB in Section 4.2.2. This

analysis provides an understanding of rbuf blocking impact on the different policies.

4.2.1 Evaluation with rbuf=64KB

Figure 4.4 shows the time taken for a CMT sender to transfer an 8MB file when the rbuf

is set to 64KB, using the five retransmission policies. Each plotted value is the mean of

at least 100 simulation runs. RTX-SAME, the simplest to implement, performs worst.

Its performance gap with the other policies increases as the loss rate on Path 2 increases.

RTX-ASAP performs better than RTX-SAME, but still considerably worse than the three

loss-rate-based policies. We present two causes for these differences.

Cause 1: Figure 4.5 shows the number of retransmission timeouts experienced when

using the different policies. One may conclude that improvement in using the loss-rate-

based policies is due partly to fewer timeouts (and hence, timeout recovery periods).

RTX-SAME does not consider loss rate and experiences the largest number of timeouts.

RTX-ASAP does not consider loss rate and does better than RTX-SAME, but still experi-

ences more timeouts than the loss-rate-based policies. This analysis supports our intuitive
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Figure 4.4: Time taken by CMT to transfer an 8MB file (rbuf: 64K, Path 1 loss rate: 1%)

hypothesis - taking path loss rate into consideration while deciding the retransmission des-

tination improves the chances of a retransmission getting through, and improves overall

performance due to reduction of rbuf blocking.

Cause 2: Figure 4.6(a) shows the average time taken to successfully communicate a TSN.

This time is measured as the time taken from the first transmission of a TSN to the time

when that TSN or one of its retransmissions finally reaches the receiver. RTX-SAME

shows the highest average, suggesting that more transmissions may be needed for a suc-

cessfully communicating a TSN. Since recovery via fast retransmission can happen only

once for a given TSN, the number of consecutive timeouts may be higher with RTX-

SAME than with the other policies. Each consecutive timeout causes a sender’s retrans-

mission timeout value to double, thus doubling the timeout recovery period. Recall that

the longer the timeout recovery period, the higher the probability and longer the duration

for rbuf blocking to occur. Thus, more consecutive timeouts will degrade performance.
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Figure 4.5: Number of retransmission timeouts for CMT with different retransmission
policies (rbuf: 64K, Path 1 loss rate: 1%)

Figure 4.6(b) shows average number of timeouts that take r seconds (for r = 1, 2, 4 and

8) using the different retransmission policies with Path 1 loss rate = 1%, and Path 2 loss

rate = 10%. Using SCTP’s (and TCP’s) default parameter values, these values of r are

caused by consecutive timeouts: r = 2 seconds corresponds to 2 consecutive timeouts,

r = 4 seconds corresponds to 3 consecutive timeouts, etc. Though the occurrences of

2 and 4 second timeouts are few, we note that their impact is significant due to rbuf

blocking during these periods. Overall, loss-rate-based policies experience about half

the consecutive timeouts that RTX-SAME does. Thus, performance degradation due to

consecutive timeouts can be significantly reduced by taking loss rate into account for

making retransmission decisions.
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Figure 4.6: With rbuf = 64K, and Path 1 loss rate = 1%,: (a) Time taken to successfully
communicate a TSN with different retransmission policies, (b) Consecutive
timeouts with different retransmission policies (Path 2 loss rate = 10%)
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4.2.2 Evaluation with Different rbufs

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the performance of the five retransmission policies using rbuf

sizes of 16KB, 32KB, 128KB, and 256KB. The performance ranking of the different

policies with these rbufs remains the same as with an rbuf of 64KB (Figure 4.4). We

discuss a few salient points.

• With a large (i.e., minimally constraining) rbuf of 256KB, RTX-SAME still per-

forms poorly due to a high number of timeouts, and the consequent throughput

degradation. Each timeout causes cwnd reduction at a sender and entails idle time

(i.e., the sender not transmitting data), causing throughput reduction.

• As the rbuf size decreases and becomes more of a constraint, degradation in CMT

throughput occurs due to increased rbuf blocking. All retransmission policies suffer

in the face of an increasingly constraining rbuf. Even with a reasonably large rbuf

of 128KB, some performance degradation occurs; i.e., even with large rbufs, rbuf

blocking is not eliminated.

• As the rbuf size decreases and blocking increases, a decreasing fraction of data is

sent on the better path since a sender can send lesser data on the better path during

periods of loss recovery on the worse path. Consequently, an increasing fraction of

data is sent on the worse path, causing an increasing number of losses and further

degrading CMT throughput.

• As the rbuf becomes more constraining, degradation in throughput of RTX-SAME

policy is markedly more than with the other retransmission policies. The reasons

for this degradation are the same as described in Section 4.2.1. Degradation is least

in the loss-rate-based policies even with an increasingly constraining rbuf.
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Figure 4.7: With Path 1 loss rate = 1%, time taken by CMT to transfer an 8MB file using:
(a) rbuf = 16K (b) rbuf = 32K
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Figure 4.8: With Path 1 loss rate = 1%, time taken by CMT to transfer an 8MB file using:
(a) rbuf = 128K (b) rbuf = 256K
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In summary, retransmission policies that take loss rate into account perform better, in-

creasingly better as rbuf size decreases. Of the loss rate based policies, the practical

ones (RTX-CWND and RTX-SSTHRESH) perform similarly under all conditions con-

sidered. Therefore, we recommend the loss-rate-based policies, RTX-SSTHRESH and

RTX-CWND, for CMT. We arbitrarily choose RTX-SSTHRESH as CMT’s retransmis-

sion policy in further evaluations.

4.3 Performance Impact of Receive Buffer Blocking

In this section, we study the impact of rbuf blocking on CMT under different network con-

ditions. We explore the effect of different end-to-end delays (Section 4.3.1), and different

combinations of delays and loss rates (Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3) on CMT’s throughput.

4.3.1 Performance Under Different Equal End-to-end Delays

Figure 4.9 shows relative throughput degradation of CMT under different end-to-end de-

lays - 10ms, 25ms, 45ms, 90ms, 180ms, and 360ms, yielding RTTs of 20ms, 50ms, 90ms,

180ms, 360ms, and 720ms, respectively. The delays on both paths to the receiver are sym-

metric (rbuf blocking with asymmetric paths is studied later in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3).

These values cover a range of RTTs experienced by majority of flows on the Internet [58].

Relative throughput degradation is computed as the ratio

CMT throughput with infinite (INF ) rbuf

CMT throughput with rbuf = X
(4.1)

as X varies from 16KB to 256KB along the X-axis (Note that along the Y-axis, smaller

values are better). The largest degradation (i.e., worst throughput) occurs with the shortest

delay of 10ms. At 10ms, throughput with infinite rbuf space is roughly 10 times what it

would be with a 16KB rbuf. As the end-to-end delay increases, CMT’s relative throughput
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degradation decreases. We now explain why associations with smaller delays are more

sensitive to a constrained rbuf.
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Figure 4.9: Relative throughput degradation of CMT with different end-to-end delays

Overall SCTP throughput, similar to TCP throughput, varies inversely with delay. This

relationship holds true for large rbuf conditions. Thus, in the relative throughput degra-

dation measure, the numerator (CMT throughput with infinite rbuf) increases as delay

decreases.

As the rbuf size increasingly becomes a bottleneck, a different dynamic dominates. Ac-

cording to the SCTP specification [65] and the specification for computing TCP’s re-

transmission timer [54], retransmission timeouts (RTOs) should have a (conservative)

minimum value of 1 second to avoid spurious timeouts. These timeout recovery periods

are thus independent of the end-to-end delays considered, since the delays are far less

than 1 second. As rbuf increasingly constrains the traffic flow, the number of timeouts

increases. Consequently, total time spent in timeout recovery (which is roughly the same
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irrespective of the end-to-end delay) increasingly dominates association lifetime. Thus,

with decreasing end-to-end delay, the denominator in equation (4.1) does not increase

as fast as the numerator, since the denominator is largely dictated by (constant) timeout

recovery periods. Therefore, the influence of a constrained rbuf increases as end-to-end

delay decreases. In summary, CMT is more sensitive to rbuf constraints in environments

with shorter end-to-end delay (such as data centers [42]). Or, from a network engineering

point of view, the shorter the end-to-end delay, the more important it is to have a larger

rbuf to fully exploit CMT.

We can thus see that rbuf blocking has a larger impact on associations with shorter end-to-

end delay due to a minimum RTO value which is recommended [54,65] and largely in use.

We note that shorter minimum RTOs together with better RTT estimation algorithms [14,

25] may lessen the bias against shorter delay associations.

4.3.2 CMT vs. UnawareApp

The potential parallelism gains of CMT decrease as the rbuf size decreases. In this section

we attempt to quantify the gains, if any, in using CMT with a limited rbuf. We introduce a

reference for comparison called UnawareApp and compare it to CMT. UnawareApp rep-

resents the expected throughput seen by an application using a single SCTP association to

transfer data. UnawareApp sends data to one destination selected from the set of receiver

destinations with equal probability.

It might seem unintuitive to compare CMT against UnawareApp, since UnawareApp uses

just one path for the transfer (unlike CMT which sends data to all destinations). To address

this concern, we point out that this evaluation explores the impact of the rbuf blocking

problem on CMT—a goal in this evaluation is to see if rbuf blocking can degrade CMT’s

throughput to the extent that UnawareApp outperforms CMT. The rbuf blocking problem

does not exist for data transfers that use only one path, and therefore, does not affect
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UnawareApp. Further, without prior knowledge of path conditions, and without CMT, an

application would arbitrarily pick one destination to send data. UnawareApp captures the

expected throughput when such a decision is made.

We do not compare CMT with application level load sharing such as AppStripe (Sec-

tion 3.2) because with a constrained receive buffer, AppStripe ceases to be an ideal case

to compare against. Ideal scheduling decisions are needed to use the finite buffer space

ideally. We believe that devising such an ideal scheduler at the application layer is im-

practical. If practical, then the same scheduling decisions can be used in CMT. Further,

rbuf blocking is caused by a shared finite receive buffer, and equally affects any data strip-

ing application such as AppStripe. An application that stripes data across multiple paths

requires a finite rbuf at the application layer for reassembly and ordering of incoming

data. This rbuf will cause analogous degradation at the application layer as a bounded

transport layer rbuf causes for CMT. Therefore, we do not use a data striping application

as a reference in this evaluation since the rbuf blocking problem exists for such an ap-

plication as well. On the other hand, CMT will have performance gains over AppStripe

due to sharing of sequence space across paths (Section 3.4) and intellgent redirection of

retransmissions. Therefore, we argue that CMT will perform better than an Appstripe

implementation with finite receive buffer.

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 shows throughput gains in using CMT vs. UnawareApp, measured

as a ratio of CMT throughput to UnawareApp throughput, for different rbuf values, dif-

ferent loss rates on the two paths, and different delay combinations on the two paths. We

explored loss rate combinations in the range [0.1%, 10%], end-to-end delay combinations

in the range [25ms, 360ms], and rbuf sizes from 32K to 256K. These loss rate and de-

lay combinations reflect network conditions experienced by flows on the Internet [58].

UnawareApp uses the same rbuf size as CMT in these evaluations.
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Figure 4.10: CMT throughput gains over UnawareApp with a constraining rbuf:
(a) Path 1 loss probability = 0.001, Path 1 end-to-end delay = 45ms, Path 2
end-to-end delay = 45ms
(b) Path 1 loss probability = 0.01, Path 1 end-to-end delay = 45ms, Path 2
end-to-end delay = 45ms
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Figure 4.11: CMT throughput gains over UnawareApp with a constraining rbuf:
(a) Path 1 loss probability = 0.01, Path 1 end-to-end delay = 45ms, Path 2
end-to-end delay = 90ms
(b) Path 1 loss probability = 0.01, Path 1 end-to-end delay = 45ms, Path 2
end-to-end delay = 180ms
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The ratio plotted in Figures 4.10 and 4.11 is

Throughput CMT

Throughput UnawareApp
(4.2)

Values greater than 1 imply that CMT performs better than UnawareApp; a value less than

1 means that UnawareApp performs better than CMT. All results show similar trends in

throughput with CMT performing better; representative results are shown in Figures 4.10

and 4.11. The throughput gains with CMT are chiefly attributed to two reasons:

• Since our topology has two paths between the sender and the receiver, UnawareApp

chooses the worse path for transferring data half the time. Transfer times over the

worse path increase significantly as loss rate on that path increases, thereby increas-

ing the average transfer time for UnawareApp significantly. CMT uses both paths

concurrently, and using RTX-SSTHRESH ensures that most of the retransmitted

data is sent over the better path, thus reducing overall transfer time for CMT.

• CMT is more resilient to reverse path loss than UnawareApp. CMT uses a single

sequence space across the one association’s multiple paths. Since CMT’s acks are

cumulative, sharing of sequence spaces across paths helps a CMT sender receive

ack info on either of the return paths.

These results demonstrate that though rbuf blocking degrades CMT’s throughput, using

CMT is still beneficial, even with the most constrained rbuf of 32KB; this benefit increases

as the rbuf size increases.

4.3.3 CMT vs. AwareApp

By using UnawareApp as a reference, we assumed that a sender has no prior knowledge of

path conditions. This assumption causes UnawareApp to suffer throughput degradation,
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since UnawareApp picks and uses the higher loss rate path half the time (in our simula-

tions, two paths are used). We now drop this assumption, and introduce AwareApp, an

application which has a priori path information, and uses always the lowest loss rate path

for data transfer. AwareApp represents an application’s throughput when using a single

SCTP association over the best path to the destination. AwareApp avoids the rbuf block-

ing problem (as does UnawareApp), and also avoids throughput degradation due to using

the higher loss rate path. A goal in this evaluation is to see if rbuf blocking can degrade

CMT’s throughput to the extent that using only the better path (AwareApp) outperforms

using both paths (CMT).

As in Section 4.3.2, we explored different combinations of loss rate in the range from

0.1% to 10%, and end-to-end delays in the range from 25ms to 360ms with rbuf values

ranging from 32KB to 256KB. Representative results from our exhaustive set of simula-

tions are shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. The ratio plotted in these figures is

Throughput CMT

Throughput AwareApp
(4.3)

A value greater than 1 implies that CMT performs better than AwareApp; a value less

than 1 means that AwareApp performs better than CMT. Salient points are as follows:

• In some cases, AwareApp performs better than CMT. These cases can be seen in

Figures 4.12 and 4.13 whenever the curves drop below 1. This result is significant—

rbuf blocking can degrade throughput to the point that when large differences exist

in path delays and loss rates, using only the better path outperforms using two paths

concurrently.

• CMT’s throughput benefit over AwareApp decreases as the loss rate difference be-

tween the two paths increases for two — increased losses, and increased rbuf block-

ing. On the other hand, AwareApp, which uses only the lower loss rate path (i.e.,

Path 1), does not experience either of these throughput degradations.
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Figure 4.12: CMT throughput gains over AwareApp with a constraining rbuf:
(a) Path 1 loss probability = 0.001, Path 1 end-to-end delay = 45ms, Path 2
end-to-end delay = 45ms
(b) Path 1 loss probability = 0.01, Path 1 end-to-end delay = 45ms, Path 2
end-to-end delay = 45ms
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Figure 4.13: CMT throughput gains over AwareApp with a constraining rbuf:
(a) Path 1 loss probability = 0.01, Path 1 end-to-end delay = 45ms, Path 2
end-to-end delay = 90ms
(b) Path 1 loss probability = 0.01, Path 1 end-to-end delay = 45ms, Path 2
end-to-end delay = 180ms
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• CMT’s throughput benefit over AwareApp decreases, although not significantly, as

the delay difference between the two paths increases. See Figures 4.12(b), 4.13(a),

and 4.13(b), where Path 2 delay is 45ms, 90ms, and 180ms, respectively (Path 1

delay is maintained at 45ms). As the delay of Path 2 increases, more data can

be sent on Path 1 within one roundtrip time on Path 2 filling up the rbuf, thereby

causing more rbuf blocking even when no loss occurs. An increase in Path 2’s

end-to-end delay also increases occurrences and periods of rbuf blocking due to

increased loss recovery time on Path 2, for fast retransmit based recovery. This

increased rbuf blocking degrades CMT’s throughput.

We conclude that rbuf blocking degrades performance increasingly with increasing dif-

ference in path loss rate and delay. Therefore, the larger the difference between the paths,

the larger the rbuf required to avoid degradation due to rbuf blocking.

Though the conditions studied represent Internet conditions [58], we acknowledge that

we are using limited and simplistic simulations to extract an exact value for use in real

complex networks; we therefore suggest with caution that a minimum rbuf of 128KB

is required to exploit CMT’s parallelism. This suggestion is only meant to provide a

“ballpark” value when using CMT, and is not a strong conclusion. We strongly encourage

CMT users to experiment with rbuf sizes in their deployment scenarios—more experience

with CMT will provide a better understanding of what rbuf size should be used in specific

deployment scenarios.

4.4 Evaluation With Cross-traffic Based Losses

A valid criticism of the results thus far is that they have been based on the simple topol-

ogy in Figure 4.1. We now verify a subset of our results using a more realistic simulation
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topology with cross-traffic3. Our goal is to observe the relative performance of the differ-

ent retransmission policies with a traffic model that better resembles observed traffic on

today’s Internet [51].

Figure 4.14 shows the network topology: a dual-dumbbell topology whose core links

have a bandwidth of 10Mbps and a one-way propagation delay of 25ms. Each router, R,

is attached to five edge nodes. One of these five nodes is a dual-homed node for a SCTP

endpoint, while the other four are single-homed and introduce cross-traffic.
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Figure 4.14: Simulation network topology with bursty cross-traffic and congestion loss

The links to the dual-homed nodes have a bandwidth of 100Mbps and a one-way propaga-

tion delay of 10ms. The single-homed nodes also have 100Mbps links, but their propaga-

tion delays are randomly chosen from a uniform distribution between 5-20ms to simulate

3 We note that the full set of simulations performed for the results thus far presented in
this chapter using the model in Figure 4.1 would have taken too long to achieve.
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end-to-end one-way propagation delays between 35ms and 65ms. These delays approxi-

mate Internet delays for distances such as coast-to-coast of the continental US, and eastern

US to/from western Europe. Also, each link (both edge and core) has a buffer size twice

the link’s bandwidth-delay product, which is a reasonable setting in practice.

Figure 4.14 has two SCTP endpoints with CMT (sender A, receiver B) on either side of

the network, which are attached to the dual-homed edge nodes. A has two paths, labeled

Path 1 and Path 2, to B. The observed nature of aggregate traffic on data networks is self-

similar [51], and can be modeled as an aggregation of ON/OFF sources with durations

drawn from distributions with heavy tails (e.g., Pareto) [70]. Therefore, each single-

homed edge node has eight traffic generators, each exhibiting ON/OFF patterns with ON-

periods and OFF-periods drawn from a Pareto distribution. The cross-traffic packet sizes

are chosen to roughly resemble the distribution found on the Internet: 50% are 44 bytes,

25% are 576 bytes, and 25% are 1500 bytes [3, 22].

We simulate a 32MB file transfer with different network conditions, controlled by varying

the load introduced by cross-traffic. We increase the filesize from the 8MB used in pre-

vious experiments because transfer time with crosstraffic, due to increased burstiness in

loss events, shows greater variance than when using a Bernoulli loss model. Compensat-

ing for this increased variance by increasing the number of simulation runs is expensive,

since some runs take on the order of 10s of minutes to finish. A larger filesize reduces the

observed variance in measured file transfer time, at little additional cost. All loss expe-

rienced is due to congestion at the routers. The aggregate levels of cross-traffic on Path

1 are maintained at 4Mbps, and on Path 2, range from 4Mbps to 10Mbps. Although we

independently control the levels of cross-traffic on each of the core links, the controls for

the cross-traffic on each forward-return path pair are set the same. The rbuf is sized at

64KB. All results are averages over 60 runs.

Figure 4.15 shows time taken to transfer a 32MB file using the different retransmission
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policies under varying loads on Path 2. Our goal in this simulation is to observe the

relative performance of the different retransmission policies using different rbuf sizes

under increasing cross-traffic load (and consequently, increasing loss rate).
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Figure 4.15: Transfer time for a 32MB file with bursty cross-traffic
(Path 1 load = 4Mbps, rbuf = 64KB)

Performances of the policies differ clearly for cross-traffic load on Path 2 greater than

7Mbps, i.e., when bottleneck link utilization is 70% or more. Generally, high levels of

congestion are needed for RTOs to occur in SCTP (and TCP); therefore, performance

differences (due to rbuf blocking) occur only at medium/high levels of bottleneck link

utilization. The results agree with our previous conclusions about the retransmission

policies—loss-rate-based policies are equally the best performing policies.
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4.5 Discussion

As just discussed, a constrained rbuf can cause significant throughput degradation when

multiple paths are used concurrently. One might expect that blocking can be avoided by

multiplexing over paths at a different layer, but we note that the rbuf blocking problem

cannot be eliminated at any layer; it can only be reduced. This problem equally affects

an application layer (or network layer) data striping mechanism. Reservation of rbuf

space per path will also not reduce blocking due to the need for in-order delivery to the

application. As we have shown, use of an intelligent retransmission policy, which is

possible in only the transport layer, and/or using a larger rbuf reduces rbuf blocking.

In addition to a receive buffer (rbuf) at the receiver, a transport sender maintains a send

buffer (sbuf) for two reasons: (i) to buffer data received from a sending application that

sends faster than can be transmitted into the network, and (ii) to maintain data that has

been sent, but not cumulatively acked, for possible retransmission. While we discuss only

rbuf throughout this chapter, we note that these evaluations, analyses and recommenda-

tions apply to both sender and receiver socket buffers. If the sbuf is blocked by a higher

loss rate path in a CMT association (as the rbuf can be), i.e., no data can be sent from

the sending application to the sending transport, then the CMT association will suffer

from the same degradation as described in this chapter. Our suggestion of using a mini-

mum rbuf size of 128KB, therefore, holds for the sbuf as well. Using multistreaming or

unordered data delivery will allow a transport receiver to deliver to the application data

that may not be globally in-order within an association. Such “out-of-order” delivery will

reduce rbuf blocking, but will not affect blocking of the sbuf, since loss recovery mecha-

nisms use global ordering within an association. In using a single ordered stream in our

evaluations, we capture the effective blocking (rbuf or sbuf) that will degrade any CMT

association.

With CMT, further gains can be had over UnawareApp and AwareApp (which use a single
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SCTP association) in fault tolerance as well. Fault tolerance is a major motivation for,

and benefit of, the multihoming feature in SCTP. In case of a network or path failure,

an SCTP sender can failover to a different destination for sending data to a multihomed

receiver. An SCTP sender normally sends data to only one receiver destination (called

primary destination), and gathers information about paths to all other receiver destinations

(called alternate destinations) through infrequent probes called heartbeats. Since these

probes are infrequent, an SCTP sender may have stale or inadequate information about

the alternate paths to a receiver. Throughput degradation occurs when a sender uses such

information about alternate paths [19].

An SCTP sender sends new data to only a single primary destination, and is therefore

unable to make informed decisions about which destination to use for data transmission

in case of a network failure. A CMT sender avoids this problem because data sent con-

currently on all paths act as regular and frequent probes, reflecting current conditions of

all paths to a receiver. A CMT sender has more accurate information about all paths to a

receiver, which better assists a CMT sender in detecting and responding to network failure

events.
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Chapter 5

CMT IMPLEMENTATION IN BSD

In this chapter, we discuss our incorporation of CMT in BSD-SCTP, which is the im-

plementation of SCTP for the BSD family of operating systems (FreeBSD, OpenBSD,

NetBSD, and Darwin). The CMT implementation work was a joint effort between this

author and Randall Stewart, the primary author of the SCTP specification (RFC2960) and

of BSD-SCTP.

We first outline changes that were made to BSD-SCTP to incorporate CMT (Section 5.1)

and discuss problems encountered in BSD-SCTP due to ack reordering introduced by

CMT (Section 5.2). We then evaluate our implementation over an emulated network

(Section 5.3).

5.1 Implementation Details

BSD-SCTP (with CMT) is freely available as part of the KAME project [2]. While BSD-

SCTP works with all BSD systems, our development and testing of CMT used only the

FreeBSD operating system. We implemented the SFR, CUCv2 and DAC algorithms, the

RTX-SSTHRESH retransmission policy, and the RTT heuristic in BSD-SCTP.

CMT can be turned ON (1) or OFF (0) using the net.inet.sctp.cmt on off sysctl switch.

To allow for continued experimentation, the DAC algorithm also can be turned ON or

OFF using the net.inet.sctp.cmt use dac sysctl switch. After spending about 200 hours,
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we were able to incorporate CMT into BSD-SCTP with roughly 100 lines of integrated

code.

• The SFR algorithm (Section 2.2) is implemented primarily in

sctp indata.c:sctp handle segments(), where causative TSNs are identified, and in

sctp indata.c: sctp strike gap ack chunks(), where additional checks are

introduced when incrementing missing report counts for TSNs (as per Figure 2.3).

• The CUCv2 algorithm (Sections 2.3 and 3.3.1) is implemented primarily in

sctp indata.c:sctp handle segments(), where the pseudo cumacks are tracked.

Cwnd updates are handled according to the pseudo cumacks in

sctp indata.c:sctp handle sack().

• The DAC algorithm (Section 2.4) is incremental to the SFR algorithm, with the

sender side algorithm implemented primarily in

sctp indata.c:sctp strike gap ack chunks(), and delaying of acks, as per the

receiver side DAC algorithm, implemented in sctp indata.c:sctp sack check(). We

use the highest order bit in the flags field of the SACK chunk for communicating

number of data PDUs being acked to the data sender. At the data receiver, this bit

is set in sctp output.c:sctp send sack() as part of the receiver side DAC algorithm.

At the data sender, this bit is read from the SACK chunk in

sctp indata.c:sctp handle sack(), and used in sctp indata.c:sctp handle sack() and

sctp indata.c:sctp strike gap ack chunks().

• The RTX-SSTHRESH retransmission policy (Section 3.1) is implemented in

sctp timer.c:sctp find alternate net(), a function that finds an alternate destination

address for retransmissions. A boolean parameter to the function, highest ssthresh,

if 1, indicates that the destination to be returned is the one with the highest

ssthresh, and if 0, indicates that any active alternate destination can be returned.
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• The RTT heuristic (Section 3.3.2) is applied in

sctp timer.c:sctp mark all for resend(), a function that is invoked on a timeout to

mark outstanding TSNs for retransmission.

• Round-robin scheduling is implemented at the data sender in

sctp output.c:sctp med chunk output(), which transmits pending retransmissions

and new data to different destinations via sctp output.c:sctp fill outqueue().

• CMT variables, constants, and sysctls are declared and defined in sctp.h, sctputil.c,

sctp structs.h, sctp usrreq.c, and sctp var.h.

5.2 Concerns with Stale Acks

Stale acks are acks received later than acks for later data. Figure 5.1 illustrates an example

which shows a stale ack being received by a CMT data sender. In the figure, the SACK

that is received at time t2 is stale because the SACK received at an earlier time t1 conveys

more recent SACK information. Stale acks occur in CMT due to delay differences in

the ack paths to a data sender. Such stale acks are not identified by a CMT data sender,

but commonly occur due to CMT-introduced reordering, and can cause unexpected side-

effects.

We discuss two instances of unexpected behavior with stale acks in BSD-SCTP:

• From the data sender’s point of view in Figure 5.1, TSN x is reneged (time t2). This

apparent renege causes the sender to assume that TSN x needs to be retransmitted

and wait for a fast retransmission to occur (i.e., wait for 3 missing reports). But

the subsequent ack that acks TSN x again (time t3) may cause unexpected behavior

because an SCTP sender does not expect to receive an ack for a reneged TSN with-

out a retransmission—the SCTP specification (RFC2960) does not specify sender

behavior in such a situation. In BSD-SCTP, such a renege causes a sender to lose
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Figure 5.1: Example timeline illustrating stale acks

track of the amount of data outstanding in the network, thus causing the sender to

send effectively uncontrolled amounts of data into the network. We resolved this

issue for CMT by turning OFF detection of reneged TSNs through gap reports—

truly reneged TSNs can be recovered through only a timeout when CMT is used.

While this change will increase the recovery time for reneged TSNs from roughly

one roundtrip time to one RTO, the change is conservative, and prevents spurious

reneges. Further, since reneging is expected to be an infrequent occurrence, perfor-

mance degradation due to this change will not be significant.

• When a TSN is newly acked, this TSN can be used to increment missing report

counts on missing TSNs. When an acked TSN is incorrectly assumed reneged

due to a stale ack and then subsequently acked again, the TSN may be incorrectly

considered as newly acked again. Consequently, this “newly acked” TSN may

allow incorrect increments of missing reports, causing early fast retransmissions.
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We resolved this issue by checking if a newly acked TSN was reneged in the past

before allowing it to be used for incrementing missing report counts.

We point out that it is not uncommon for the network to reorder PDUs [11], which can

cause stale acks to be received with SCTP (or TCP-SACK) as well. A future work item

for this author is to evaluate the side-effects of ack reordering on SCTP and TCP-SACK.

5.3 Evaluation

Using dummynet, we emulate different path properties in a multihomed network config-

uration (see Figure 5.2). Two multihomed endpoints, reisling and fitou, are connected

through the dummynet router. The paths between the endpoints are maintained indepen-

dent by creating separate virtual networks (VLANs) for each path using a Cisco Catalyst

2950 SX switch. In our experiments, the receiver’s rbuf was set to 128KB, as suggested in

Section 4.3.3 to minimize the effects of rbuf blocking. Network parameters are the same

as with previous simulation experiments in Chapters 3 and 4 (described in Section 3.2).

Using dummynet, end-to-end delays on the two paths were set to 45ms, representing

roughly US coast-coast delays on the Internet. To observe the effects of increasing dif-

ference between path loss rates, loss rate on Path 1 was fixed at 1%, and on Path 2 was

varied between 1 to 10%.

We transferred an 8MB file using (i) 1 CMT association over both paths, (ii) 1 SCTP as-

sociation (denoted SCTP1) using fitou1 as primary and fitou2 as alternate destination, and

(iii) 1 SCTP association (denoted SCTP2) using fitou2 as primary and fitou1 as alternate

destination (these two SCTP transfers were sequential, and not concurrent). CMT uses

the RTX-SSTHRESH retransmission policy (see Section 3.1). The retransmission policy

used for SCTP is the FrSameRtoAlt policy (as recommended in [16, 63])—fast retrans-

missions are sent to the primary destination, and timeout retransmissions are sent to an
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alternate destination. We note that this SCTP retransmission policy is different from the

Retransmit to Same Destination policy used in previous SCTP simulation experiments

(see Section 3.2), and is the current recommendation for SCTP [63].

Figure 5.3 shows average transfer rate when transferring an 8 MB file using CMT vs.

using individual SCTP associations on each path. Figure 5.3 shows the transfer rate using

the three modes of transfer discussed above. A fourth curve in the figure represents the

sum of SCTP transfer rates, i.e., the calculated sum of SCTP1’s and SCTP2’s measured

transfer rates. Each plotted point is averaged over 100 runs. CMT’s transfer rate closely

tracks the sum of SCTP transfer rates. We note two salient points:
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Figure 5.3: FreeBSD implementation of CMT: Performance comparison with SCTP

• CMT performs slightly better than the sum of the SCTP throughputs when the paths

are symmetric, i.e., equal loss rates of 1%. Even for asymmetric paths, up to Path

2 having a loss rate of 5%, CMT does better. This improvement in CMT is due to
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two reasons: (i) CMT is more resilient to ack loss than SCTP (as explained in Sec-

tion 3.4), and (ii) delayed acks in slow start simultaneously contribute to the cwnd

growth of both destinations in CMT. Cwnd increase in CMT occurs, therefore, at

a rate higher than when delayed acks increase cwnd for the two individual SCTP

associations (as explained in Section 2.4).

• As Path 2’s loss rate increases, CMT’s throughput gets increasingly degraded by

rbuf blocking (as explained in Section 4.2).

These experiments demonstrate that our CMT implementation in BSD-SCTP performs

as expected, i.e., better than the sum of individual SCTP associations when the paths are

symmetric, and increasingly degraded by rbuf blocking as the asymmetry between the

paths increases. This result is consistent with previous simulation results in Sections 3.4

and 4.2. We also tested CMT in BSD-SCTP with different combinations of end-to-end

delays on the two paths, and again, rbuf blocking increases as asymmetry between the

paths increases. The results from these experiments are consistent with simulation results

in Section 4.3.3. While we specifically tested CMT using the FreeBSD operating system,

we expect that other BSD and BSD-derived systems such as NetBSD, OpenBSD and

Darwin will perform similarly.

Our implementation effort to incorporate CMT in BSD-SCTP was funded and encouraged

by Cisco Systems, with the goal of potentially migrating CMT into their IOS operating

system. We expect that incorporating CMT in BSD-SCTP will encourage wider use and

experimentation with CMT in varied environments. At the time of this writing, Prof.

Alan Wagner’s group at the University of British Columbia, Canada, has downloaded our

CMT implementation, and plan to use it for grid applications. Prof. Wagner’s group is

investigating an SCTP-based solution for enabling grid applications over WAN environ-

ments. In these applications, data striping is currently performed in the application (in

user-space) to utilize the bandwidth of all possible network paths between hosts. CMT
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enables this functionality at the transport layer (in kernel-space), and is desirable due to

better performance, and reduced complexity in the application [55].

We encourage such varied use and experimentation that will contribute to better a under-

standing of CMT and to uncovering of hitherto unknown issues.
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Chapter 6

CONGESTION WINDOW OVERGROWTH IN SCTP

CHANGEOVER

In an SCTP association, a sender transmits new data to its peer’s primary destination ad-

dress. SCTP provides for application-initiated changeovers so that a sending application

can redirect outgoing traffic to another path by changing the the sender’s primary desti-

nation address. In this chapter, we change topics to discuss a problem discovered by this

author in the current SCTP (RFC2960) specification [65] that results in unnecessary re-

transmissions and overgrowth of the sender’s cwnd under certain changeover conditions.

We present the problem here in a specific case [39]. We then develop an analytical model

and discuss the results thereof [40].

This work was a precursor to this author’s work on CMT, and is closely related to CMT.

Since CMT can be viewed as “changeover being performed repeatedly across destina-

tions,” the changeover problem described here applies to CMT as well, as observed and

described in Section 2.2. This work directly contributed to, and strongly informed our

intuition, when resolving unnecessary retransmissions with CMT.

6.1 Preliminaries

The example uses a simple network topology. Endpoints A and B have an SCTP associ-

ation between them. Both endpoints are multihomed, A with network interfaces A1 and
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A2, and B with interfaces B1 and B2. All four addresses are bound to the SCTP associ-

ation. For one of several possible reasons (e.g., path diversity, policy based routing, load

balancing), independent paths are assumed. Data traffic from A to B1 is routed through

A1, and from A to B2 is routed through A2. The end-to-end available bandwidth of path 1

is 10Mbps, and that of path 2 is 100Mbps. The propagation delay of both paths is 200ms,

and the path MTU for both paths is 1250 bytes. The numbers chosen help to clearly

illustrate the changeover problem.

Figure 6.1, shows a timeline of events for the described example. The vertical lines rep-

resent interfaces B1, A1, A2 and B2. The numbers along the lines represent times in

milliseconds. Each arrow depicts the departure of a packet from one interface and its

arrival at the destination. The labels on the arrows are either SCTP Transmission Se-

quence Numbers (TSN) or labels STC(TGS − TGE). Assuming one chunk per packet,

every packet in the example corresponds to one TSN. A number represents the TSN of

the chunk in the packet being transmitted. A label STC(TGS − TGE) represents a packet

carrying a SACK chunk with cumulative ack TC , and gap ack for TSNs TGS through TGE .

C1 is the cwnd at A for destination B1, and C2 is the cwnd at A for destination B2. C1

and C2 are denoted in terms of MTUs, not bytes.

6.2 Congestion Window Overgrowth Problem

The sender (host A) initially sends to the receiver (host B) using primary destination

address B1. This setting causes packets to leave through A1. Assume these packets leave

the transport/network layers, and get buffered at A’s link layer A1, whereupon they get

transmitted according to the channel’s availability. This initial condition is depicted in

Figure 6.1 at time t = 0, when in this example A has 50 packets buffered on interface A1.

At t = 1, as TSNs 1 - 50 are being transmitted through A1, the sender’s application

changes the primary destination to B2, thus, subsequent new data from the sender is sent
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to B2. In the example, we assume C2 = 2 at the moment of changeover, and TSN 51 is

transmitted to the new primary at t = 1. We refer to this event as the changeover time.

This new primary destination causes new TSNs to leave the sender through A2. Concur-

rently, the packets buffered earlier at A1 are still being transmitted. Previous packets sent

through A1, and the packets sent through A2, can arrive at the receiver B in an interleaved

fashion on interfaces B1 and B2, respectively. In Figure 6.1, TSNs 1, 51, 52 and 2 ar-

rive at times 21, 21.1, 21.2, 22, respectively. This reordering is introduced as a result of

changeover.

The receiver starts reporting gaps as soon as it notices reordering. If the receiver commu-

nicates four missing reports to the sender before all of the original transmissions (TSNs

1 - 50) have been acked, the sender will start retransmitting the unacked TSNs. SCTP’s

Fast Retransmit algorithm [65] is based on TCP’s Fast Retransmit algorithm [8], with the

additional use of selective acks and a modification to handle some cases of reordering1.

Accordingly, the SACKs resulting from the receipt of TSNs 51-54 will be the only ones

generating missing reports. The SACKs received by A on A2 at t = 41.1 and t = 41.2

will be considered as the first and second missing reports for TSNs 2 - 50. Since these

SACKs do not carry new cumulative acks, they do not cause growth in C2. Between

t = 42 and t = 81, the cumulative ack in the SACKs received by A on A1 increases as a

consequence of the original transmissions to destination B1 reaching B. In this period, A

receives 40 SACKs which incrementally carry cumulative acks of 2 - 41.

The SACKs received by A on A2 at t = 81.2 and t = 81.3 carry a cumulative ack of 41,

and are considered as the third and the fourth missing reports for TSNs 42 - 50. On the

fourth missing report, A retransmits only TSN 42, since C2 permits only one more packet

1 [63] is an Internet Draft which goes hand-in-hand with RFC2960. The Implemen-
tor’s guide maintains all changes and additions to be included in RFC2960’s next
version. All implementations are expected to carry the specifications and modifica-
tions in this guide.
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to be outstanding. At t = 82, the SACK for the original transmission of TSN 42 reaches A

on A1. Since the sender cannot distinguish between SACKs generated by transmissions

from SACKs generated by retransmissions, this SACK (arriving at t = 82) incorrectly

acks the retransmission of TSN 42, thereby increasing C2 by one, reducing the amount

of data outstanding on destination B2, and triggering the retransmission of TSNs 43 and

44. At t = 83, the SACK for the original transmission of TSN 43 arrives at A on A1. As

before, this SACK acks the retransmission (of TSN 43), further incorrectly increasing C2,

and triggering retransmission of TSNs 45 and 46. This behaviour of SACKs for original

transmissions incorrectly acking retransmissions continues until the SACKs of all the

original transmissions to B1 (up to TSN 50) are received by A. Thus, the SACKs from the

original transmissions cause C2 to grow (possibly drastically) from wrong interpretation

of the feedback.

Discussion

The values chosen in our example illustrate but a single case of the cwnd overgrowth

problem. Our investigation shows that the problem occurs for a range of {propagation

delay, bandwidth, MTU} settings. For example, with both paths having RTTs of 200ms

(bandwidth = 100Kbps, propagation delay = 40ms) and MTU = 1500 bytes, the incorrect

retransmission starts much earlier (at TSN 3), and the cwnd overgrowth is even more

dramatic.

The cwnd overgrowth problem exists even if the buffering occurs not at the sender’s link

layer, but in a router along the path. In essence, the transport layers at the endpoints can

be thought of as the sending and receiving entities, and the buffering could potentially be

distributed anywhere along the end-to-end path.
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6.3 General Model

We develop a general model for the cwnd overgrowth problem based on the example in

Section 6.2. The goal of this model is to provide insight into the ambient conditions un-

der which cwnd overgrowth can be observed, thus helping us understand the extent to

which this problem can occur. This section presents a generalized timeline of SCTP be-

haviour during changeover, and the following sections present a derivation and discussion

of analytic results leading from this general model.

We use the same topology as used in Section 6.2. The general timeline for the problem is

shown in Figure 6.2. Some parameters used in the model are described below. The rest

of the notation is described when referenced in Section 6.4.
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Figure 6.2: Congestion Window Overgrowth: General timeline for the problem

• C1, C2 : Congestion windows at A for B1 and B2, respectively
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• tc : Changeover time - Moment after a changeover when sender A starts sending

packets to new primary destination B2

• t2 : Time when fast retransmission (incorrectly) starts.

• G1 : Number of Transmission Sequence Numbers (TSNs) sent in initial group trans-

mitted to destination B1 in the time interval {0, tc}.

• K + 1 : First TSN to be fast retransmitted (incorrectly) by A.

At t = 0, host A starts to transmit G1 TSNs (TSN 1 through G1) to destination address B1.

By time tc the transport layer at host A has G1 TSNs outstanding. This group of TSNs (1

through G1) is referred to as the initial group. Note that these TSNs are outstanding at the

transport entity at host A, and could be buffered anywhere along the end-to-end path, even

at interface A1. By time tc, A has changed its primary destination to B2. At the instant

t = tc, A starts transmitting new data to B2 through interface A2. tc can also be thought

of as the time elapsed from the transmission of the first outstanding TSN on destination

B1 to the time of transmission of the first TSN on destination B2 after changeover. Note

that the SCTP receiver normally responds with delayed SACKs, but immediately returns

a SACK whenever reordering is observed.

The critical instant in the scenario, denoted t2, occurs when A receives the fourth missing

report [63, 65]. At this instant, TSNs K + 1 through G1 get marked for retransmission.

Due to the receipt of a SACK acking TSN G1+4, (at t2) C2 allows one MTU sized chunk

to be transmitted, hence TSN K + 1 gets retransmitted to destination B2. According to

RFC2960, “... when its peer is multi-homed, an endpoint SHOULD try to retransmit a

chunk to an active destination transport address that is different from the last destination

address to which the DATA chunk was sent.” Since the original transmission of TSN

K + 1 went to B1, the retransmission of TSN K + 1 is sent to B2. The value of K is

estimated and its relevance to the cwnd overgrowth is explained in Section 6.4.
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The retransmission of TSN K + 1 at t = t2 is a consequence of the fourth missing report

(SACK received on interface A2 at t = t2) carrying cumulative ack K. Since TSNs

G1 + 1 through G1 + 4 reached host B by time t1, the SACK also carries a gap ack for

TSNs G1 + 1 through G1 + 4, resulting in the marking of TSNs K + 1 through G1 for

retransmission. The cumulative ack K is an indication that the receiver B has received K

TSNs in-sequence by time t1. This in-sequence data is clearly the data received by B on

the interface B1 by time t1.

Following the retransmission of TSN K + 1, the SACK for the original transmission of

TSN K + 1 arrives at A. Since host A now considers TSN K + 1 to be outstanding

on destination B2, the receipt of this SACK incorrectly increases C2, and allows TSNs

K +2 and K +3 to be retransmitted. The receipt of a SACK for TSN K +1 immediately

after TSN K + 1 is retransmitted is not a coincidence. At time t1 when host B sends

a SACK with a cumulative ack of K acking the receipt of TSN G1 + 4, TSN K + 1 is

concurrently being received on interface B1. Immediately after the receipt of TSN K + 1

on interface B1, host B sends a SACK with cumulative ack K + 1. Consequently, the

sequence of events at host A is the receipt of a SACK with cumulative ack K (which is

also the fourth missing report for TSNs K + 1 through G1) followed by a SACK with

cumulative ack K + 1. As shown, this behaviour continues until the SACKs for all the

original transmissions to B1 (up to TSN G1) have been received at host A.

6.4 Estimation of Congestion Window Overgrowth

We will now estimate the cwnd overgrowth of C2, and the number of unnecessary retrans-

missions. The parameters used in the following analysis are:

L1F , L2F : Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) sizes on forward paths A1 to B1 and A2

to B2, respectively

B1F , B2F : End-to-End available bandwidths on forward paths A1 to B1 and A2 to B2,
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respectively

e : Delay experienced by a packet along a path, given by:

e =
∑

i = each hop

(prop)i + (proc)i + (queue)i + (trans)i (6.1)

where prop = propagation delay, proc = processing delay, queue = queueing delay, and

trans = transmission delay.

eF : Delay experienced by a data packet, along the forward path. Assumption: Each

data packet is MTU sized, therefore, eF is estimated by:

eF =
∑

i = each hop in forward path

(prop)i + (proc)i + (queue)i +
L

Bi
(6.2)

where, L is the MTU of the path, and Bi is available bandwidth at hop i.

e1F , e2F : Delays experienced by a data packet on forward paths A1 to B1 and A2 to B2,

respectively,

eR : Delay experienced by a pure SACK packet, along the reverse path. Assumption:

that transmission delays for pure SACK packets are negligible, therefore, eR is estimated

by:

eR =
∑

i = each hop in reverse path

(prop)i + (proc)i + (queue)i (6.3)

e1R, e2R : Delays experienced by a pure SACK packet on reverse paths B1 to A1 and B2

to A2, respectively.

d : Minimum delay observed between consecutive packets transmitted along a same path

by the receiver of the packets. This delay is dictated by end-to-end available bandwidth

of the path, which is determined by the hop with the minimum available bandwidth on

the path (in other words, the path bottleneck). d is given by:

d =
L

mini = each hop{Bi}
(6.4)
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where, L is the MTU of the path, and Bi is available bandwidth at hop i.

d1F , d2F : Minimum delays between consecutive data packets from A1 to B1 observed

at B1, and from A2 to B2 observed at B2, respectively.

d1R, d2R : Minimum delays between consecutive SACK packets from B1 to A1 observed

at A1, and from B2 to A2 observed at A2, respectively.

Assumption: The reverse path does not change the delay between SACKs. In other words,

the forward path’s bottleneck dictates the rate at which SACKs are transmitted and then

received, not the reverse path’s bottleneck. Therefore, the delay observed between SACKs

is the same as the delay observed between the data packets. In other words,

d1R = d1F , and d2R = d2F (6.5)

Packet transmission on path 2 starts at time tc; it takes some time for the fourth legitimate

missing report to reach the sender A. This time instant is shown in figure 6.2 as t2, which

is given by:

t2 = tc + 2e2F + 2e2R + d2F (6.6)

t1 is the instant when this fourth legitimate missing report leaves the receiver B through

B2, and is given by:

t1 = t2 − e2R = tc + 2e2F + e2R + d2F (6.7)

As shown in figure 6.2, we assume that the SACK received at t2 on A2 contains the highest

cumulative ack received by A so far2.

2 This assumption is made for simplicity of analysis. If this assumption does not hold,
the cwnd overgrowth will be lesser by d e2R−e1R

d1F

e.
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Let K be defined as the TSN that was most recently cumulatively acked at A prior to time

t2. In other words, K is the last TSN that reached the receiver B on B1 at t1, where,

K = d
t1 − e1F

d1F

e = d
tc + 2e2F + e2R + d2F − e1F

d1F

e (6.8)

The result is that TSNs (K + 1) through G1 will be retransmitted on Path 2 and the total

number of unnecessary retransmissions = max{0, G1−(K +1)+1} = max{0, G1−K}.

The cwnd overgrowth for C2 will be max{0, G1 − K}.

From equation (6.8), K decreases with an increase in d1F , or a decrease in d2F . Further,

K decreases with an increase in e1F , or a decrease in e2F . The relationships between

K and the characteristics of the two paths imply that when a changeover is made to a

higher quality path, there is a likelihood of TCP-unfriendly cwnd growth and unnecessary

retransmissions, and the bigger the improvement in quality that the new path provides, the

larger the TCP-unfriendly growth and number of incorrect retransmissions will be [40].

6.5 Analytical Results: Validation and Visualization

As seen from equation (6.8), cwnd overgrowth occurs if the sender has more than K pack-

ets outstanding at the time of changeover. The value of K is thus pivotal in quantifying

cwnd overgrowth. In this Section, we first validate this analytical value of K using ns-2

simulations and then estimate the value of K, using the model, under various network and

changeover conditions.

6.5.1 Analytical Results: Validation

We now validate the analytical value of K derived in Section 6.4 through simulations

using the ns-2 simulator. The goal in these simulations is to validate whether occurrence

and number of unnecessary retransmissions match model predictions. We discuss the

extent of the cwnd overgrowth problem further in Section 6.5.2.
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Path 1

Path 2

Figure 6.3: Simulation topology for validation of changeover model

We use the topology in Figure 6.3. Each of paths 1 and 2 has three links—two edge

links and one core link. The edge links have a capacity of 10Mbps and propagation delay

of 1ms. The available bandwidths of the paths, i.e., the capacities of the core links are

chosen randomly between 10Kbps and 1Mbps. The propagation delays of the core links

are chosen randomly between 25ms and 50ms. These parameters are meant to roughly

represent delays that are experienced on the Internet by hosts connected via low-speed

modems and/or high-speed broadband devices. The sender’s sending window is fixed at

20KB by setting the receiver’s advertised window to 20KB. We fix the sending window

to avoid loss due to buffer overflow at the routers, and to enable easier extraction of

parameters from the traces. Changeover occurs at time 5 seconds.

Of 1000 simulation runs, 511 runs showed the occurrence of incorrect fast retransmissions

due to changeover. Only the runs which showed these retransmissions could be used for

validation because to infer the value of K from a simulation run (denoted Ksim), at least

one such retransmission had to occur. The first incorrect retransmission would correspond

to TSN Ksim + 1.
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We extracted the values of the parameters e1F , e1R, e2F , e2R, d1F , d2F and tc from the

traces for each of the 511 runs. Feeding these parameters into equation (6.8) gave us the

analytic value of K (denoted Kanal).

Simulation results show that of the 511 comparisons of Ksim and Kanal, 431 results agreed

exactly. In the remaining 80 results that did not agree, Kanal was equal to Ksim − 1. This

underestimation of K by the analytic model could be attributed to the assumption made

in the derivation of analytic expression for K in Section 6.4, or to approximations made

in extracting the parameters from the traces.

6.5.2 Analytical Results: Visualization

In graphing the analytically derived value of K, we reduce the number of independent

variables by making the following assumptions so as to visualize the graphs better:

• Forward paths 1 and 2 have the same MTU . Hence, L1F = L2F = L

• The forward and reverse paths have the same propagation, processing and queueing

delays. Using equations (6.2) and (6.3),

eF = eR +
∑

i = each hop in forward path

L

Bi
(6.9)

• The transmission delays at the other links along a path are assumed negligible in

comparison to the transmission delay at the bottleneck link. Using equation (6.4),

∑

for i = each hop

L

Bi
≈

L

mini = each hop{Bi}
= d (6.10)

• Combining the above two assumptions, we get

eF = eR + dF = eR +
L

BF

(6.11)
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For the forward paths 1 and 2, the equation 6.11 can be rewritten as

e1F = e1R +
L

B1F

and e2F = e2R +
L

B2F

(6.12)

Figures 6.5.2 and 6.5.2 (left) graph K as a function of B2F , for fixed values of B1F , e1R

and e2R. In these 2-D graphs, the changeover time, tc, is fixed at 10ms. Each 3-D graph

in Figures 6.5.2 and 6.5.2 (right) picks one representative curve from the corresponding

2-D graph (left), and shows the influence of tc on K. These 3-D graphs thus show K as a

function of B2F and tc, for fixed values of B1F , e1R and e2R.

The graphs are organized as follows:

• The results in figure 6.5.2 use the range 10kbps - 100kbps for the available bot-

tleneck bandwidths B1F and B2F . tc is set to 10ms in the 2-D graphs. The curve

corresponding to B1F = 50kbps is used as a representative curve to show the influ-

ence of tc on K. tc varies over 10ms - 100ms in the 3-D graphs. Three combinations

of (e1R, e2R) are used: (50ms, 50ms), (50ms, 25ms), and (25ms, 50ms).

• The results in figure 6.5.2 use the range 100kbps - 1Mbps for the available bottle-

neck bandwidths B1F and B2F . tc is set to 10ms in the 2-D graphs. The curve

corresponding to B1F = 500kbps is used as a representative curve to show the influ-

ence of tc on K. tc varies over 10ms - 100ms in the 3-D graphs. Three combinations

of (e1R, e2R) are used: (50ms, 50ms), (50ms, 25ms), and (25ms, 50ms).

We split the range (10kbps - 1Mbps) into two subranges (10kbps - 100kbps and 100kbps -

1Mbps), because the variation observed in K with both B1F and B2F ranging from 10kbps

to 1Mbps is large. We are thus able to visualize the behavior of K over a large range of

available bandwidths, with the assumption that the available bandwidths of the two paths

are comparable. In these figures, if the sender has more than K packets outstanding at
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Figure 6.4: Graphing K analytically: 10kbps ≤ B1F , B2F ≤ 100kbps
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the time of changeover, there will be unnecessary retransmissions. Note that smaller the

value of K, the higher the possibility of unnecessary retransmissions, and vice-versa.

In Figure 6.5.2, K varies between 0 and 30, and mostly has a value below 10. Remember

that the smaller K is, the more unnecessary retransmissions will occur, and the more

cwnd grows when it should not. Changes in e1R, e2R and tc seem to have little influence

on K, as compared to the variation due to B1F , B2F . That is because in this set, since the

available bandwidths are low, the total delay is dominated by transmission delay.

In Figure 6.5.2, K varies between 0 and 40. The median value of K in this set has

increased from the first set. This increase can be attributed to the greater range of the bot-

tleneck bandwidths. Another important factor can be understood by considering equation

(6.8). With an increase in the bottleneck bandwidth, the value of d1F decreases, conse-

quently increasing K. We also observe the increased influence of e1R, e2R and tc in this

set of results, since the transmission delay is lesser dominant in this set.

In both sets, we note that K decreases with a decrease in B1F or an increase in B2F , as is

expected.

6.6 Solutions

The cwnd overgrowth and unnecessary retransmissions during changeover can be seen to

occur due to inadequacies of SCTP—either (i) the sender is unable to distinguish between

SACKs for transmissions and SACKs for retransmissions, or (ii) the congestion control

algorithm at the sender is unaware of the occurrence of a changeover, and hence is unable

to identify reordering introduced due to changeover. Addressing either of these inade-

quacies will solve the more important problem of cwnd overgrowth. In [39] and [40], we

proposed three solutions to solve the problem of cwnd overgrowth.

• The Rhein algorithm [39] addresses (i) above and proposes the addition of two new
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chunks called the Retransmission Identifier (RTID) Chunk and the Retransmission

Identifier (RTID) Echo. The RTID chunk is added to every outgoing data packet at

the sender, and carries one bit per TSN in the packet. The bit is 0 if its respective

TSN is a first transmission, and is 1 if the TSN is a retransmission. The receiver

echoes back these bits in the RTID echo chunk in the corresponding ack. Care

is taken to ensure the RTID information is stored across delayed acks and such.

To avoid cwnd overgrowth due to ambiguity in the SACKs, Karn’s algorithm is

applied to cwnd growth. In other words, a TSN which has been retransmitted does

not cause any cwnd growth.

• Two kinds of Changeover Aware Congestion Control algorithms that address (ii)

above—the Conservative CACC (C-CACC), and the Split Fast Retransmit CACC

(SFR-CACC). The key idea in the CACC algorithms is to maintain state at a sender

on a per-destination basis when a changeover happens. On receipt of a SACK,

the sender uses this state to selectively increase missing report count for TSNs in

the retransmission queue. The key difference between the two variants is that C-

CACC is simpler but conservative about marking TSNs, while SFR-CACC is more

complex but allows marking over a wider range of TSNs.

Of these algorithms, we recommended the SFR-CACC algorithm in [40]. As CMT work

progressed, we discovered that the problems discussed in this chapter shared the same

cause as unnecessary retransmissions with CMT (Section 2.2). With additional insights

gained later, the SFR-CACC algorithm was significantly simplified and the new incarna-

tion was applied to CMT as the SFR algorithm (Figure 2.3).

We currently recommend the newer SFR algorithm as a solution to eliminate unnecessary

retransmissions and cwnd overgrowth during changeover. We are currently proposing

this algorithm modification to SCTP as an Internet Draft (draft-iyengar-sctp-cacc-03.txt)

at the IETF [38].
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Chapter 7

DISCUSSION, FUTURE WORK AND RELATED WORK

In this concluding chapter, we first discuss CMT design and deployment considerations

in Section 7.1. We then present several ideas for continued research in CMT in Sec-

tion 7.2 followed by a discussion of related work in Section 7.3. Section 7.4 concludes

this dissertation.

7.1 Discussion

This section discusses considerations in CMT design and CMT’s potential impact in en-

vironments that are not explored in this dissertation.

7.1.1 Alternative Design – Separate Sequence Spaces

Another approach to accomplishing CMT would be to define a separate sequence space

per destination—a solution often considered the simplest design for CMT [6, 7]. While

this solution simplifies some issues, it also introduces its own complications.

• What sequence number is used for a packet that is retransmitted to a destination

other than the original? What happens to the sequence number used for the original

destination (is it reused, or is it discarded thereby introducing a gap?) Any solution

will likely require additional reliable signaling between sender and receiver.
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• During association closure, the final sequence number must be agreed upon by

sender and receiver to ensure complete reliable transfer. Introducing multiple se-

quence number spaces complicates this issue.

• Several mechanisms are understood with a single sequence space, for example,

reneging. Managing per destination sequence numbering for these mechanisms

requires careful examination.

• Separating sequence spaces causes separation of ack info per path. This separation

cannot provide CMT’s increased resilience to reverse path loss and reverse path

failure as shown in Section 3.4.

We believe that the complexities introduced by such a design outweigh the benefits.

7.1.2 Retransmission Timer Calculations

In SCTP, acks for transmitted TSNs are used to estimate the roundtrip time (RTT), which

is subsequently used in calculating the retransmission timeout (RTO) [65]. Unexpected

behavior can occur with CMT when the paths used have different delay characteristics

(see Figure 7.1). Assuming traffic on both paths, an ack sent later on the faster return path

(SACK with cumack x+n) may reach the sender sooner than an ack sent earlier on the

slower return path (SACK with cumack x). Such later acks which are received sooner,

being cumulative, will cause the sender to a different value for RTT than the actual RTT

for Path A1 − B1.

Before addressing the question of whether spurious timeouts will occur with CMT, we

first raise the question: What is the RTT when multiple return paths exist, as is the case

with CMT? A sender records the time from sending data to a certain destination, until the

receipt of the corresponding ack as the RTT for that path. When a single path is used in

both directions (as in SCTP or TCP), this recorded time represents (in the general case)
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Figure 7.1: RTT Calculation at CMT Sender

the sum of the end-to-end delays on the single forward path and the single return path.

When multiple return paths are used for transmitting cumulative acks, which return path

is the “roundtrip”, and hence, which return path’s delay should be used in the sender’s

RTT estimate?

We suggest that when multiple return paths are used, the estimated RTT at a CMT sender

should be a weighted average of the different RTT measures, with the weights reflecting

the number of samples. Such an average will reflect the expected ack arrival time for

a transmitted data PDU, and is achieved naturally by SCTP’s (and TCP’s) current RTT

estimation mechanism [54, 65], which is used by CMT.

We now discuss the effects of these RTT estimates on the calculated RTO value. Equa-

tion (7.1) shows the RTO calculation used in SCTP for loss recovery [65].

RTO = SRTT + 4 ∗ RTTV AR (7.1)
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where SRTT is the average estimated RTT, and RTTVAR is the variance observed in the

RTT samples.

The RTO value, thus, accounts for variance observed in the RTT samples. In Figure 7.1,

at steady state, with a continuous stream of data and acks on both paths, the sender (host

A) will receive acks on both A1 and A2. Therefore, when data and ack flows exist on both

paths, for data sent on forward path A1 − B1, some acks will be received on return path

B1 − A1, providing larger RTT samples of (t3 − t1), and other acks will be received on

return path B2 − A2, providing smaller RTT samples of (t2 − t1). The variance of the

RTT samples will, therefore, be larger than when acks are received on only one of the two

return paths. This increased variance will consequently cause the RTO value to be larger

(and therefore, more conservative), and will prevent spurious timeouts from occurring.

We note that the use of multiple return paths is not unique to CMT—a similar situation

arises when acks on the return path in an SCTP (or TCP) association are distributed by a

load-balancing router in the network over two paths with different delays.

7.1.3 Applicability With a Shared Bottleneck

This dissertation operates under the strong assumption that the bottleneck queues (in other

words, points of congestion) on the end-to-end paths used in CMT are independent. Over-

lap in the paths is acceptable as long as the paths’ bottlenecks are independent. If used in

the presence of a shared bottleneck, CMT using n paths will be as aggressive as n sepa-

rate SCTP associations sharing the bottleneck. An improved CMT sender would be able

to detect the presence of a shared bottleneck and respond appropriately, and should be

no more aggressive than a single SCTP association through the shared bottleneck. Later

in this chapter (Section 7.2.2), we discuss how related work on end-to-end shared bottle-

neck detection can be applied to CMT. In this section, we discuss the applicability of this

dissertation’s results when a bottleneck is shared across the paths used for CMT.
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• CMT algorithms (Chapter 2) are applicable when reordering due to different path

delays occurs within a CMT association. Path delays can be different even if a

bottleneck is shared, and thus our algorithms will continue to apply in the presence

of a shared bottleneck.

• CMT retransmission policies (Chapters 3 and 4) show differences in performance

as the paths’ loss rates diverge (for instance, see Figure 4.4). If a bottleneck is

shared, the loss rates (due to congestive losses) of the paths sharing the bottleneck

should be the same, and therefore the retransmission policies should all perform

similarly. If non-congestive losses exist on the paths, the rates of such losses could

be different, and a loss-rate-based policy may still perform better than the other

policies. If the congestive and non-congestive losses can be tracked separately,

then newer loss-rate-based policies that consider both kinds of loss rates should be

considered.

• Rbuf blocking (Chapter 4) degrades performance increasingly with increasing loss

rate and delay difference between the paths. With a shared bottleneck, while loss

rates (due to congestive losses) of the paths sharing the bottleneck should be the

same, the delays can still be different, causing rbuf blocking. Further, while the

extent may or may not be significant, different rates of non-congestive loss on the

paths can also contribute to increased rbuf blocking.

7.1.4 CMT in Other Environments

Small file transfers: Small file transfers (web transfers) suffer from the problem that they

are more prone to timeouts because the number of packets in the transfer may be in-

sufficient to trigger a fast retransmission. We have not tested CMT behavior with small

files, but note the following. Spreading a small file transfer over multiple paths further

decreases the ability for fast retransmit to discover loss, and thus will decrease expected
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throughput. At the same time, using the aggregated bandwidth of multiple paths should

tend to increase throughput. We suspect that the performance degradation due to timeouts

may dominate with small file transfers using CMT.

Failure scenarios: SCTP uses k consecutive timeouts as an indication of failure (recom-

mended value of k is 6 [65]). CMT’s failure detection/response mechanisms and latency

are currently the same as those of SCTP. In the presence of failure, we observed that

CMT’s behavior is the same as that of SCTP with a failed primary path (brief transmis-

sion periods followed by long silence periods). We believe that further optimization is

possible to improve CMT performance during failures, and is part of our future work.

In Section 7.2.1, we discuss a promising optimization currently being explored by this

author’s colleague in the Protocol Engineering Lab.

TCP-to-SCTP translation shim: While the SCTP specification is maturing through the

IETF standardization process, a gradual migration path is needed for SCTP deployment.

A transparent TCP-to-SCTP translation shim layer proposed by Bickhart [12] provides a

mechanism for this migration. Bickhart proposes a shim layer to intercept system calls

to TCP and translate them to equivalent SCTP calls, thereby enabling use of an SCTP

association in place of a TCP connection. Such a shim allows legacy TCP applications to

use SCTP, and benefit from its multihoming features, transparent to the application user.

If both endpoints do not support SCTP, the shim falls back to using TCP. CMT can be

used and enabled in such a shim, thereby providing improved throughput to even legacy

TCP applications running on multihomed endpoints.

7.2 Future Work

We now discuss two directions for future work.
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7.2.1 Considerations For Path Failures

When one path used in CMT experiences failure, data outstanding on the failed path has

to be recovered through a timeout, resulting in rbuf blocking for the period of the time-

out. After a timeout recovery, a sender will continue to send new data to the failed path

until Path.Max.Retransmit (PMR) consecutive timeouts occur. With the current SCTP

recommendation of PMR = 5, a failure results in almost 61 seconds of rbuf blocking.

Using PMR = 3 as recommended by Caro [16] can still cause rbuf blocking of upto 15

seconds. We believe that this blocking can be reduced with better management of data

transmissions when failure seems imminent, i.e., when a timeout occurs.

This author co-developed an idea with Preethi Natarajan for better handling of failure

conditions with CMT.

In addition to the existing ACTIVE and INACTIVE states for a destination, we introduce

a new state—“POSSIBLY FAILED (PF)”. When a CMT sender experiences a timeout

for a destination, the destination is marked PF, and the sender should stop sending any

data (transmissions or retransmissions) to that destination. Only HeartBeat (HB) probes

are sent to a destination in the PF state until the destination responds. New data and

retransmissions continue to be sent to the other destinations. Thus, the sender experiences

rbuf blocking of atmost 1 RTO and then continues to send data on all other paths. Note

that HBs sent to a PF destination follow the same timeout pattern as data, i.e., HBs follow

the more aggressive data timer, and not the slow HB timer. Initial studies have shown that

this simple idea seems to work well in handling failure conditions with CMT. This idea is

currently being pursued by Preethi to improve CMT performance under failure conditions.
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7.2.2 Shared Bottleneck Detection and Response

A sub-association flow is defined as a flow within a CMT association consisting of packets

having the same source and destination IP addresses. In distributing transmitted data to

multiple destination addresses, a CMT sender creates several sub-association flows within

the association. These sub-association flows may share (with each other) the available

bandwidth at a bottleneck router.

In this dissertation work, we have operated under the strong assumption that the paths

used in CMT have independent bottlenecks, i.e., the sub-association flows within a CMT

association do not share any bottleneck. On a network such as the Internet, this assump-

tion may be invalid. If a CMT sender incorrectly assumes independent bottlenecks in the

presence of a shared bottleneck, the sender sends more aggressively than the other flows

sharing the bottleneck. This aggressive behaviour is due to multiple cwnds evolved and

used at a CMT sender for sub-association flows sharing a bottleneck, giving the sender an

unfair increase in aggregate throughput. It is only fair to the other flows at the bottleneck,

which use a single cwnd, that the CMT sender evolve and use a single cwnd instead of

multiple cwnds.

An area of future study is to investigate shared bottleneck detection techniques that can

be employed by CMT, and response mechanisms for a CMT sender to switch from using

multiple cwnds to a single cwnd when independent paths do not exist [5].

Several techniques have been proposed that use non-TCP flows for sender-side detec-

tion of a shared bottleneck between end-to-end flows [30, 44, 45, 47, 57]. Further work is

needed to determine how these techniques can be employed with a multihomed, window-

based, application-limited transport layer sender. The outcome of this research will

present simple yet concrete online algorithms for multihomed end-hosts to detect and

respond to shared bottlenecks. The larger problem can also be broken down into smaller
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components:

1. Evaluation of different end-to-end shared bottleneck detection techniques: Using

analysis, simulation and, if possible, emulation, the different techniques need to be

evaluated in different topologies and traffic conditions. The goal here is to evaluate

the strengths and weaknesses of the different techniques, and to identify what can

be used in the context of CMT.

2. Application of these techniques to an application-limited window-based sender:

Current techniques do not consider the constraints that a transport layer sender has

to operate under, such as application behavior and sending constraints due to con-

gestion control. While some initial work in the area demonstrates feasibility [53],

further work is needed to determine how these techniques can be employed with

CMT.

3. Investigation of how a sender can seamlessly move between using shared and sep-

arate congestion control: A sender must have the ability to seamlessly curb the

overall sending rate if a shared bottleneck is detected, and allow the sending rate

to quickly ramp up and utilize the available bandwidth when separate bottlenecks

are established. While separate cwnds already handle separate congestion control,

a larger aggregate cwnd, which tracks the sum of the individual cwnds, can be used

when a bottleneck is shared. This variable can control the sending rate of the entire

association, while allowing each path to maintain its own cwnd and ack clock.

4. Tradeoffs involved in using multiple paths with shared congestion control: If all

bottlenecks are shared, CMT may not gain any throughput benefits over plain SCTP.

On the one hand, path delay differences may cause CMT throughput to be lesser

than SCTP throughput when all bottlenecks are shared, but on the other hand, CMT

may have a faster reaction time if failure occurs. Tradeoffs may thus exist that

should be considered when evaluating CMT in the presence of shared bottlenecks.
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7.3 Related Work

Load balancing in computer networks is a well studied problem. Though this dissertation

is focused on the transport layer, this section provides a survey of load balancing efforts

at other layers as well. These other research projects helped identify and understand

how common issues have been addressed previously, and provided insight on how to

incorporate related ideas. This section broadly classifies related previous work into load

balancing at the application, transport, network and link layers, as presented and described

in Sections 7.3.1, 7.3.2, 7.3.3, and 7.3.4, respectively.

7.3.1 Load Balancing at the Application Layer

Several applications [29,59] use multiple TCP connections to increase throughput in high

bandwidth networks. These applications load balance over a single path to a receiver in an

attempt to maximize use of the large available bandwidth, whereas CMT distributes data

over multiple paths. Content Networks [24] provide an infrastructure for connection level

load balancing at the granularity of TCP connections. CMT provides T-PDU level load

balancing at the granularity of Transport-PDUs. Connection level load balancing is useful

for short TCP connections such as web requests and responses, but can be suboptimal for

long bulk data transfers, where the server is constrained to a single path throughout the

transfer.

While we are not aware of any instance, an application could conceivably attempt sub-

connection scale load balancing. We argue that even if such an application were at-

tempted, load balancing at these T-PDU scales is best done at the transport layer, which,

being the lowest end-to-end layer, has the most accurate information about end-to-end

path(s). CMT uses loss and delay information for redirection of retransmissions - such

decisions are best made in the transport layer. A load balancing application that desires

high level of control at T-PDU scales would functionally reside in the transport layer,
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and would require significantly increased communication between the transport and the

application layers.

We further argue that in general, load balancing at the application layer increases code

redundancy and room for error by requiring independent implementations in each appli-

cation.

7.3.2 Load Balancing at the Transport Layer

mTCP [72], an effort parallel with ours, implements a transport layer solution to ag-

gregate bandwidth across multiple end-to-end paths. mTCP, like CMT, uses a single

sequence space across paths. mTCP significantly modifies TCP to use multiple paths pro-

vided by an overlay network (RON [9]), and like CMT, employs mechanisms to handle

reordering side-effects. mTCP introduces a new shared bottleneck detection mechanism

to detect and respond to shared bottlenecks, and proposes a heuristic-based “path suppres-

sion” mechanism which suppresses use of paths that have “sufficiently low” throughput.

While path suppression avoids throughput degradation in mTCP due to rbuf blocking and

path failure, unlike CMT, mTCP does not consider retransmission policies in reducing

the effects of rbuf blocking. RON is assumed as the underlying routing layer for mTCP,

and is required for obtaining multiple paths; that is, mTCP cannot be used on an arbi-

trary IP network. On the other hand, CMT leverages native transport layer multihoming

mechanisms in SCTP, and can be used on any IP network. mTCP also uses a single re-

turn path for ack traffic, thereby requiring additional mechanisms to detect failure of the

single ack path, and causing performance degradation during failure. Inspite of the differ-

ences between mTCP and CMT, there are significant similarities in their design and the

issues considered. Ideas proposed in mTCP, such as shared bottleneck detection/response

and path suppression, are broadly applicable to CMT, and are worth evaluating for future

incorporation into CMT.
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Al et al. [6,7] suggest ideas for load sharing that requires additional metadata in the SCTP

PDUs. We believe that current SCTP (and TCP-SACK) PDUs already contain sufficient

information for the data sender to infer the per-path ordering information that [7] explic-

itly codes as metadata. Reference [7] fails to suggest modified procedures for mechanisms

which are immediately affected, such as initialization of the per-path sequence numbers,

association initialization and shutdown procedures with multiple sequence numbering

schemes, and response to reneging by a receiver. We have also seen that sharing se-

quence number space across paths improves performance (see Section 3.4) whereas [7]

uses a separate sequence number space per path, and will therefore not see CMT’s per-

formance benefits. Further, [7] assumes that the rbuf does not constrain a sender which is

unrealistic in practice.

Argyriou et al. [10] provide techniques for bandwidth aggregation with SCTP, but do not

present and analyze their protocol modifications to SCTP. The modified fast retransmis-

sion algorithm is simplistic and assumes information that is not available to an SCTP

receiver. For instance, the implicit assumption that a receiver will be able to differentiate

a packet loss from reordering is unrealistic.

Hsieh et al. [31] propose pTCP (parallel TCP) which provides an infrastructure for data

striping within the transport layer. pTCP has two components—Striped connection Man-

ager (SM) and TCP-virtual (TCP-v). The TCP-v’s are separate connections that are man-

aged by the SM. TCP-v probes the path and performs congestion control and loss detec-

tion/recovery, while the SM decides which data is sent on which TCP-v. This decoupling

of functionality avoids some pitfalls of application layer approaches, and allows for in-

telligent scheduling of transmissions and retransmissions. A significant issue with pTCP

is its complexity. As the authors note, maintenance of multiple Transmission Control

Blocks at a sender can be a resource sink [31]. Implementation is also complex, since

pTCP replicates transport layer functionality such as connection establishment/teardown
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and checksum calculations. Further, pTCP has several unresolved issues. If both sender

and receiver are multihomed with two IP addresses each, pTCP does not explain how a

sender decides on which sender-receiver pairs to establish TCP connections - a complex

problem. Plugging transport protocols into pTCP also requires non-trivial modifications

to the transport protocols themselves. CMT, on the other hand, uses a transport protocol

with built-in mechanisms for multihoming.

7.3.3 Load Balancing at the Network Layer

Phatak and Goff [56] propose distributing data at the network layer transparent to the

higher layers using IP-in-IP encapsulation. The authors identify conditions under which

this mechanism avoids incorrect retransmission timeouts. The proposed solutions assume

end-to-end delays are dominated by fixed transmission delay, and do not apply to propaga-

tion delay dominated paths, or paths with dynamically changing bandwidths and delays.

CMT’s algorithms do not require such assumptions, and will operate under dynamic and

propagation delay dominated conditions.

Several proposals exist for multipath routing - routing packets from a source to a destina-

tion network over multiple paths. However, different paths are likely to exhibit different

RTTs, thus introducing packet reordering. TCP’s performance degrades in the presence

of increased reordering. To enable optimal load balancing at intermediate routers with-

out affecting end-to-end TCP performance, modifications to TCP have also been pro-

posed [13, 14, 27, 71]. These proposals augment and/or modify TCP’s congestion control

mechanisms to cope with reordering introduced by network layer load balancing; the

burden of actually using multiple paths in the network is left to the intermediate routers.

On one hand, though there is motivation for the routing infrastructure in the Internet to

use multiple paths simultaneously, it is important to ensure a priori that the endpoints are

capable of handling the reordering introduced. On the other hand, the endpoints will be
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able to benefit from these proposals only when the routing infrastucture uses the multiple

paths. There is no significant motivation for endpoints to implement and use any of these

proposals since performance gain, if any, is not immediate, but long term. These issues,

though not strictly research issues, govern the deployment and fruition of the proposals

described in this section.

In the Internet, the end user has knowledge of, and control over, only the multihomed end

hosts, not the intermediate routers. In such cases the end host cannot dictate or govern

use of multiple paths in the network. But the end host can use multiple end-to-end paths

available to the host [67], thus motivating CMT at the transport layer.

7.3.4 Load Balancing at the Link Layer

Load balancing research at the link layer, also known as link layer striping or inverse

multiplexing, generally addresses packet resequencing and fair load distribution across

a single link. Link layer research addresses the needs of service providers to increase

bandwidth by adding more links, and striping data across the links to provide increased

aggregated bandwidth, instead of having to replace exisiting infrastucture. Generally, the

link characteristics do not vary significantly, and end-to-end congestion control is not a

concern, thus reducing the load balancing problem to those of fairness and packet rese-

quencing. Research in inverse multiplexing [4, 23, 68] or link aggregation [60] has gen-

erally not been end-to-end, and the operating conditions do not represent the conditions

that end-to-end CMT over the Internet has to operate in.

Packet resequencing techniques address packet reordering due to load balancing across

multiple links. In synchronous packet resequencing techniques, the receiver and the

sender are synchronized to allow the receiver to receive segments in order from its multi-

ple links. In comparison to an environment such as the Internet, such techniques operate

within better known delay difference and bandwidth difference bounds. Asynchronous
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packet resequencing techniques, such as [21,46] require more metadata, such as sequence

numbers or rank information [46] to be added to the packets and/or assume information

such as bitrate on the channels. Information such as bitrate and delay are not static and

cannot be assumed for an end-to-end path through the Internet. Further, adding meta-

data is unnecessary for a SACK-based transport protocol since the sender can infer the

necessary information from the SACKs.

Snoeren [61] proposes a more general adaptive inverse multiplexing mechanism called

Link Quality Balancing (LQM), which uses relative link performance metrics to sched-

ule traffic across logically bundled point-to-point links in Wireless WANs (WWANs).

This scheduling mechanism is implemented in Wide-Area Multilink PPP (WAMP), which

leaves bandwidth probing and reliability to the higher layers (in [61], to TCP), and focuses

only on scheduling of traffic taking link quality metrics into consideration. This work may

be useful in future investigation of scheduling mechanisms for CMT.

7.4 Summary

This dissertation investigated and evaluated design considerations in implementing CMT

at the transport layer over independent end-to-end paths using SCTP as an example of a

multihome-capable transport layer protocol. We proposed algorithms to handle reordering

due to CMT, and introduced retransmission policies for CMT. We presented the problem

of rbuf blocking, argued that it cannot be eliminated, and demonstrated that intelligent

retransmission decisions at the transport layer can reduce performance degradation due to

rbuf blocking. We discussed our implementation of CMT in BSD-SCTP, and pointed out

potential areas for continued research in CMT.

Varied use and experimentation with CMT in different environments and under different

constraints will contribute to a better understanding of CMT and to uncovering of hitherto

unknown issues. We, therefore, encourage wider use of, and experimentation with, CMT.
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